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Football Field Vandalized

-

•

ra ua1on
Naomi Tral'crs
Hilltop Staff Reponcr

The renovation of the Howard
Stadium on the main campus has
been set-back seven to 10 days
because of approximately $5,000

\•

worth of vandalism to the field and

U
I

Charlfs Baits

repair machinery that occured Saturday, April 19, by what an eye-witness
said that he believes were Howard
University students.

Administration officials have

Band Director
Denied New
Contract

decided to hold May 10 commence-

ment exercises on the upper
quadrangle (the yard) but have not
announced if that decision was linked to the vandalism that occured. The
decision will be publicized later.
According Georgi:_ Wo~dy,~ c~vil

engineer for Faith Construction (the
company that was hired to lay the
asphalt for the track and the base for
the field), a streamroller was started
and driven across the field by two
unidentified people.
''The damage was heavy . They
ruined a lot of the curbing that will
hold down the astroturf, the gravel
bed that the astroturf will be laid on
and the gravel that the asphalt fo1· the
track will be laid on," said Woody.
''The damage will cost, I'd say, about
$5,000 or better," lie added.
The engine and exterior of the
· steamroller were spray painted florescent orange alon_g with rows of
bleachers on the side of the stadium
closest to Cook Hall . A foreign liquid
was added to the oil in the steamroller
and the keys to it were stolen.
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"The two guys (on the steamroller)
looked as if they were about 21 yearsold and they looked like Howard
students,'' said Lloyd Wilkins, a resident of Drew Hall who witnessed the
incident while walking pass the field
to\vard campus.
''They had caps on and sweatshirts
ttlat looked like Howard Universit)'
Polo Club sweatshirts,'' said Wilkins .
''I heard the beeping of a big
machine or engine when it's in
reverse . I looked and saw the
steamroller backing up all over the
field. I went back to Drew to call
security," he said.
But after 15 minutes of waiting, no
one from Howard University security reported to the scene. ''I wanted
to wait around for security to arrive
so I could point out exactly what was

securit~

All~

'

going on. The field is big and I University
and
thought that I could help security misch of University Relations had
locate where they were. After about lwo different statements about the
15 minuteS; I left,'' said Wilkins .
incident.
~he next morning, he called
''Yes, we were aware of the inciHoward security again after he saw • dent'but I didn't know about the call
the extent 1of the damage in the , or the fact that we didn't respond,''
daylight . ''It was teal 1bad. There said Singleton.
were big grooves, I 0 to 12 1inches
Said Hermisch, ''Security responddeep, all over the field and there were ed as soon as possible. When they arempty liquor bottles, like Jack rived, there was no one on the field.
Daniels, lying everywhere, too,'' There were many other re"parts that
Wilkins said.
·security had to respond to that
"I told them (H.U. security) that night.''
they should call someone from the
. '' We would have 'finished the field ....
construction company and tell them toda5' if the incident didn't happen or
that the field was vandalized. I can't if someone had stOpped them (the
believe they didn't respond to my vandals),'' sa.id George Woody,
phone call the night before,'' Wilkins engineer . ,
said.
Contlaued on P"ll" 2
Capt. Samuel Singleton of Howard

I

Elizabeth Smilh

ill Address Grads

Rep. Gray

Hilltop Scaff Reporier
•

Charles Bates, the Hbward University marching band director, will not
\
have his contract renewed for rhe inThe exercises will be held on the
coming year because of complaints
university's main quadrangle ~au~e
from the Fine Arts Department that
the usual site, the Howard stadium 1s
the band's performance is not ''top
undergoing renovation.
flight ...
The university will confer degrees
." They are nol the University band
on approximately 2,000 gra~ua~es
that I want them to be," said James
and honorary degrees on six inNorris, assistan1 dean of the College
dividuals including Gray, who will
of Fine Arts. ''The marching band
receive the honorary degree of Docshould be on the same level that the
tor of Laws.
choirs are on.''
Ted Kopp_el~nchorman of ABC's
.
The recommendation not to rehire
''Nightline'..T John H . 'Johnson,
Bates was submitted b}' Norris. On
publisher of Ebony and Jet
March 6 the ba1;1d director received a
magazines; Dr. Merze Tate,
letter that was dated Feb. 28 stating
historian; Sammy Davis, Jr., enterRfp
.
William
Gr.y
1ha1 his con1rac1 will nol be renew tainer; Cicely Tyson, academy award
ed. The contract ends June 30.
nominee for best actress for her part
According to Bates, Norris told
·in ''Sounder'' and an actress in
Sptcial to lhc Hilltop
him that he would nor have a pro''Roots''and ''The Autobiography of
blem with employment nexl year
Miss Jane Pittman''; and Rep.
prior to the letter he received . Norri~
William H. Natcher, D-Ky will also
said 1hat Bates is under a staff conRep. William H. Gray, Ill, D-Pa.,
receive honorary degrees .
1ract which requires only a two week chairman of the Budget Committee
notice.
of the U .S. House of Represen''They 11ever gave me a reason as tativc:), \\'ill deliver the main address
Gray is ~rving his foufttt.."l~'in
to why my contract would not be at Howard's commencement exerCongress representi11g Pennsylvania's
renewed," said Bates. He added that L..!c:!i'?!se~s'-M!!!!a!.L!:IO~a~t-'1~0'-"a".m"'-'._ _ _ _ __,S,,ec:o<;::o::n;::d_;C"o=n ressional District in

.

a lack of professionalism was shown
bytheadministrationconcerningthe
notice he received at the given time .
The biggest grievance from Norris
was the quality of the band's sound
and the playing. ''Not enough time
was spent on the musical !lSpect," he
said. ''The majority of the time was
spent on drills and the literature and
the sound of the music was subcollegiate, he added.
Bates said that Norris does not
have the experience to judge the
bands performance. Norris did not
attend the games on a regular basis
to make those types of acqusations,
he added.
Members of the marching band arc!
in favor of keeping the director and
believe that a thorough investigation
Should be conducted.
The band ·members signed a petition, before spring break, with approximately 65 to 70 names and submitted it to President James Cheek_.
It stated: ''We, the members of the
Howard Uni\lcrsity Marching band
are faced with a major dilemma that
we must bring to your attention. We
were recently informed that Dr. Norris and Dr. Butcher from the College
of Fine Arts have recommended that
the marching band director, Mr.
Charles Bates, not be rehired. This
recommendation comes at a very
criticaJ time in our development as we
have been on a constant path of improvement since Mr . Bates' arrival.
For him to face dismissal after all
that has been gained under his direction is untimely; and more impartantly without justification. With all due
respect to Dr. Norris and Dr. Butcher
we feel that the present recommendation that Mr. Bates not be rehired as
indicative of their lack of concern for
the overall band program, and
therefore worthy of investigation."
The petition also requested an in·
vestigation of the actions taken by
Norris and Butcher and asked that
the President transfer the program
back to the Office of Student Affairs
to avoid discrepancies that may
hinder the growth of the band.
The band has received no response
from President Check. Carbon copies
of the petition were sent to Michael
Winston, vice president for Academic
· Affairs; ~James Norris, Butcher, and
Dr. cart Anderson, vice president for
Student
Affairs.
••we have received nothins but
praise when we so on and off the
field," soid Ricky Wilkins, the band's
section leader for drums. ''When we
10 out there we go to put on a show.
We have both the look .and sound .
"If you chan&e band dirocton ever
so often, you are doing more damaac
to the proaram than enhancing it,''

Co•lhlMd on P• 4

He also serves on the Committee
on Appropriations, on that committee's sub-committees on transportation and foreign operations, on the
Dis1rict of Columbia Committee, and
on the Democratic Steering and
Policy Committee. He is also the vice
chairman of the Congressional Black
Caucus.
Ted Koppel, who has been with
ABC News for 22 years, has
established himself as one of
America's very best interviewers and
jouranlists through his· every
weeknight
news
program.
''Nightline,'' which began in 1980. It
provides in-depth reports on major
ne... "" . ltdl>J>< al~o illlchOr•
''Viewpoint," a five-times-a-year
s.lfow which rovides a forum for
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criticism and analysis of broadcast
news. He will receive the honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters degree.
.
John H . Johnson will receive an
honorary Doctor of Humanities
degree. He is the founder of the two
most successful magazines published
for Black readership in America today, Ebony and.Jet. His company,
Johnson Publishing Co . , also
publishesEbony Jr., and he is the
head ofi..Supreme Life Insurance Co.,
president of the Louisville radio station WLOU and president of fashion
Fair Cosmetics.
~
Dr. Merze Tate, who served as
professor of history at Howard from
1942 to 1973, has a distinguished
record as an historian, author and expert on international relations. She
became the first Slack American to
r~ive the dearee of bachelor of let't'Afft<1tn OXldrd Unlv·er!tty1fl 1933,
and after receil'ina a Julius Rosenwald Fellowshi , she earned her

Ph.D from Radcliffe in 1941 and was
cle~ted to Phi Beta Kappa.
Tate gain~d recognition for her
books on armaments and Hawaii,
and is particularly known for her
writina;s on international'telations in
the Pacific area. She will receive the
honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
degree.
Sammy Davis, Jr., who will also
recei\le the honorary Doctor of
Humane Letters degree, is known the
world over as a consummate entcrtainer. He has had dramatic successes
as a singer, actor, dancer, comedian,
producer and author.
He has recorded over 40 albums,
· including seve11al gold records such as
''Candy Manl'' and ''I Gotta Be
Me.'' His fil~ appearances include
. roles in ''Porgy and Bess'' and
''SwtCf.._Charity.'.~- He hu. bad. bis
own 'television variety show and has
k

<;ond1ued op ~aae
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Drbor.h Crable, Ebony/ Jet Showcase hosl
Audilortum.

Paul S. Burley
Hilltop S1aff Reporter

A journalism deg\,ee does n~t m~ke
you a journalist, but detcrm1nat1on
and networking does.according to
Deborah
Crable,
Ebony / Jet
Showcase host who addressed questions Thursday on the. opportunties
Blacks have in broadcasting.
For two hours Crable, 28,
answered questions and expressed the
need for pasitive Black images in the
media and other related areas.
A graduate of the University of
Maryland, Crable worked at
WHMM-TV as co-host of the ''Com·
mon Sense Consumer Affair'' show
and at the same time was a general
assignment repartcr . ~d anchor at
WRC radio. She wlil'also a deejay
and a women's talk show host for
wpL radio.
\
One student asked, ''What level of
excellence do Blacks need?''
''Yqu must always do your best!,''
Crable answered. By being Black one
has to give 200 percent where his
.counterparts may ha\le to gain less,''
she said.
_
''Set your oWn standards. You
ha\le to have very strong personal
standards.''

''It is truly a labor of love, 11 she
said.
Nonetheless one should never have
to sacrifice his Or her moral beliefs.
Broadcast journalism is completely
'above the board.'
''Sure there probably is sexual
harassmen~ out there. It is about who
you are as a woman and you arc go~
ing to have to deal with it and respond to it. No one has _ever . s~id
anything wayward to me 1n this industry. It is (about) the way you carry
yourselves as women," she said.
There is no such thing as vacation
and any allowances that are made for
free-time have to be worked into
one's schedule, she said.
In respanse to another question she
said that Black people as media professionals are beginning to understand the value of networking, that
they are forming their own ''buddysystems. ''
''Nine times o ut of ten the way you
will get a job is (to have) someone
picking up the telephone and saying,
'look, I have someone for a job for
Al~n 8ro,.n/ H1ll1 op St•ff PholoSJ'lphrr
you'.''
•nswtrs. questions In lhe Blackburn
Income is based on these types of
referrals and recommendations. She
said the media is a ''dog-cat-dog''
Crable added that one has to have
business and a pcr~on will hear ''no ''
good writing skills, knowledge of to a job before · he or she hears,
how to research materials for the
''yes'' .
''You have to be able to pick
background of a story, and how to
interact with people. Honing those yourself up and keep going,'' she
skills, she said, is ti1e process of lear- said.
v7f et over the past eight years Crable
ning and perfecting. ''It becomes part
has had several different types of
of your lifestyle.''
jobs. When a person thinks about the
With positions of power in communications field he cannot
management, advertising and sales in think, ''I am going to live and die a
industry, a person cannot hcive reporter,'' she said. He has to be willblinders on, she added . There are ing to be able to make those kinds of
jobs for writers, .directors and differentiations .
ptoducers.
''There has never been a day..when"
I said all I want to do is be a news
In order to get a professional job,
people who have practical experience
reporter. Sure, I would lo\le to do
theatre, produce or (do) something
will be sought after and the only way
to get that is by having an internship.
on my own,'' she said.
Crable added that there have
••A lot of times the interns have to many sleepless nights at work, but
be persistent. They will give it (the in- abo\le all else she was determined to
ternship) to that person who is there do her job.
everyday. That self.motivation will
''I was known as, 'Crable is not
draw the eye of someone at a
newspaper who doesn't really want to fun' and my girlfriends did not call
be bothered with interns,'' she said. me because· they knew I could not
hang out.''
However, professional life is not
She said that the greatest injustice
an even trade-off. Althouah her would be for a young person bruksatisfaction, she said, comes from the ina into the media b\ 1d-ess to imitate
finished product and confidence that someb'ody whom they i!lolize. She
she has done it excellently, she ·
said t~at it is important to be one's
sacrifices more than she acts in · own self. "Put your best foot forreturn.
ward,'' she advised.

been

.
•

•

•

Philadelphia. In January 1985, he
was elected to the chairmanship of
the House Budget Committee, making him a central figure in the shaping of the federal government.

•

•
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From L to R: Addison Gayk. a profdSOr of English and guest speaUr of rhe Charles &ton
&rch Memorial lectures; and Theodore Hudson. a professor of English at Ho~·an:l

Gayle Speaks On Cultural Art
Paul S. Burley
Hilltop Staff Reporter

''The significance of the artists of
the '60s and '70s was to wage warfare against racism," said Addison
Gayle, a professor of English speak·
ing about the revolution of Black art,
in Rankin Chapel, Wednesday, to a
near capacity audience of students·
and faculty.
Sponsored by the Department of
English, this 3Sth annual lecture of
the Charles Eaton Burch Memorial
Lectures, was entitled, ''Cultural
Revolution: The Search For Va1ues. ''
Dr . Theodore R . Hudson, professor of English, said that Df . Gayle
is the most prominent in gaining and
maintaining the Black Aesthetic,
which is the appreciation of the art
and the beauty of Black art.
"This racist (Reagan) administration,'' said Gayle, .''is morally
hypocritical, racist, and no Black artist can afford to be silent.''
Gayle, who is a professor of
English at Baruch College in New
York, said that Black artists have
played a very destructive role by helping to destroy the argument that they
should be non-political.
Gayle said that the revolutionary
mood of the '60s had its underpinninas datina back to the 1940s. "He
said that when the artists of that time
rioted they did not think of racial
equality, but when they were denied
liberty and freedom If they chose to
do nothilla they automatically allied
themselves with the oppressor.''
There are critics of an in such
places as Harvard and Yale who try
to pUJh Black art back into the dark
qes, she said.
"In reality they arc an outpowth
of the literary movement to counter
the Black aesthetic movement,•• he
said.

•

Using models like Martin Luther
King, Jr. and Malcolm X, she said
that they are an inspiration to the
younger writers who ask how one.can
live in a country where they ~are
victimized.
Yet Gayle said that one canno~
wish a better world into being, nor
negate the history of the '60s.
''Black music has made fortunes
for White entertainers so much so
that Benny Goodman is the kin& of
swing and Elvis Presley is the ltina of
rock and roll. But we know that these
are imitations of authentic. So too
with the literature of Black
Americans of the '60s and beyond.''
Gayle said that in this period of
history, Blac~s face the most racist
administration since Woodrow
Wilson, from Tripoli to Nicaragua,
(one which) faces terrorists but is
silent with the deaths of children in
South Africa.
''It is an administration that bas
sought to ignore the growing number
of Black Amcric•ns and which iavades the Black republic of Ore• z1•
and sought to deny the holiday to Dr.
King .''
Professor Gayle is recognized u a
foremost exponent of the Black
Aesthetic and is an international lecturer. He is also the author of SC'faal
bo<ilcs, reviews and uticlel. He is currently workina on a biopaphy of
Malcolm X.
The Charles Eaton Burch
Memorial Lecture is an est1b''1> 1 , •
of th.e English Department, ,_,, Id
in 1949 to honor Charles IJMan
Burch (1891-19411), a Howud professor, and tcholar who wu an
. authority of the life and worts or
Daniel Defoe. llan:b's worts .....,
._.,..i ID llOlMhrly joumall ID Ille

tJ.iitM SW- •ll•in, and Oa•
1

He died before completi111
definitive wort on Defoe. ,
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Students Major In Music Therapy

'

I
more accepted in the medical field, , junior musi~ therapy major, was
work needs to be supported through ·elected president of the clulJ at
When most Howard students think documented research.••
Howard .."It is an honor to have the
of the College of Fine Arts, they
Some expansion is being conducted OpJ?Ortu_nity to represent Howard
think of the students who dance, act, by students ilt Howard. Along with ~nivers1ty ai:id .the retional students,
draw, march in the band, Or activities regular class work, students are re- 10 order to aid 10 contributing to the
·that do not include having a ''real quired to participate in clinical ex- field of music therapy,'• said
major. ''
periments. Music therapists work in Johnson.
However, the Fine Arts students hospitals, special education sessions,
do such varied things as rehabilitate, mental health clinics, nursing homes,
Belieal Freeman, a sophomore in
educate and train children and adults with pregnant women during labor, the field, said that he chose music
who suffer from mental or emotional and in private P'ractice, according to therapy as a profession because as a
disorders through music therapy.
Rachal . The type of patients that are musician he always wanted to use
The proaram was established at treated are mentally retarded cerebral music to improve the condition of
Howard in 1978 by William Penn and palsied,
learning
disabled, less fortunate lives .. Crystal Bass, also
Ara Rachal, both professors in the psyc~atric, blind, deaf, geriatric, a sophomore, said that the most
Fine Arts music department and alco olic, drug abused, autistic, and rewarding part of working in this
registered music therapists . Approx- a va iety of other handicaps.
field is to ''be able to see the clients
imately 15 to 20 students are majorDuring the National Association of progress and know that you are part
ing in the field at Howard .
l\itusical Therapists coOference, held <?f that growth."
According to Rachal, there is April 17-20, in Norfolk, Va:, a group
''room for expansion in the field of of Howard students attended and
music therapy which can be done ·' 1two . were elected to the executive
According to Rachal, the future
through the job market as it becomes board of the student association for music therapy looks promising.
more open,• and through research, within the conference.
''As more people become aware of
which has to be developed
Dean Johnc;on, vice-presi.dent of the service music therapy provides
continually.
the music therapy club at Howard, there shciuld be a greater demand t~
''As music therapists, we see it was elected to the office of include it in more ~reatment proworking, but in order for it to be ,Parliamentarian~.~V~a".n'e:"._SS'.'a~S~m~1~
'th'2.-_,~a'___l&~r~a."m:"s'.:·~"-------·-~==~
Hilltop
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HU _Charters Pharmacy Frat

Sr. Wins Fulbright
three biographical sketches,'' said
Moorehead .
Her cumulative G .P .A. is 3.8. She
maintained a 4.0 during · her
Yvette Moorehead , a senior, Music
fre shman, sophomore and the first
History and Literature major, was semester of her senior year . Some of
the recipient of the Fulbright Scl1olar · her outstanding award s, honors and
ship, granted to students \\'ho desire memberships include Pi Kappa Lam to study, teach, lecture, or conduct da, Preser Scholar, and Who's Who
research at universities located in Among American _Universties and
other countries. Moorhead received Colleges . ,
'
1
a letter announcing the scholarship
'E\•er 'since I can remember , I
April 5. She will conduct research in would do the best I could ," said
Germany from September 1986 to Moorehead, who is originally from
October 1987.
Fort Valley, Ga . ''When I realized
Her focus is on German Protestant just how well I could do, I could not
Hymnody with an emphasi s on slack off. I prayed and kept going
development of how a chorale is in· forward .' '.
corporated into other musical g~nre .
Since age four, she has played
''The applcation process Was a several instruments, including the
tedious one, she said. There must , piano, organ and flute . Playing the
have been ten mini-applications, in· organ and singing for church services
eluding three recommendations, a let· was also included in her I home
ter that stated my course of study and act1v1t1es.

0n April 19, 1986, the Delta Kap· Coi:inecticut and has grown to 65 col- nity. Guests on hand to witness the
pa chapter of Kappa Psi Phar- leg1ate chapters, including the occasion included Dr. Wendell Hill,
maceutical Fraternity was chartered Howard University induction. The 24 Dean of the College of Pharmacy and
at Blackburn Center. The national new inductees eagerly assunle the Pharmacol Sciences; Dr. Rodowskas, ··
Grand Regent, Dr. Patrick Wells, responsibilities of the fraternity and
Kappa Psi member and faculty; Dr.
was on hand to welcome the newest embrace the ideals of advancing the T . Washington, chapter advisor and
chapter.-Kappa Psi is the oldest and profession of pharmacy; of develop- faculty; Lisa Browne, Sigma chapter
largest pharmaceutical fraternity . It ing industry, sobriety and fellowship;
representative (University of
.;w;;·as;;;.f;o;;;u;;n;;d;;e;;;dmimnml;;8;;7;;9iii,iiiin;;,;,N;;<;;w;.;,H;;aiivilieiinii'..;a;:n;;d~o::if,:i;::ns irin ;;rio;d;;;•,;iiinmtiihiie•f;;r;;a;;teiir·--·M~
arili:l:;an:;d:;):.;:a;;n;;:d.;o~t:;h:;:e~r.:f::ir::ie::,n~d~s;,.- -
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Field Unavailable For Graduation

,

•

Continued from Page 1
'' My men worked 10 hours ov~r
Yvr11r Moorthtad, 1-· ulbrt&hl Scholarship
time on Saturday. There were 16
rttipitnl
truck s ready to lay the asphalt on the
''People always wonder ho\\' I have track Monday morning, but because
the time to do a\l 1he 1hings I do and of the damage, we could do it. Yet
still have time to do homework . Well, we (Faith Construction) had to pay
I am a doer and I 10 ..·e what I do ," them for coming to the field and will
she said . ''I believe, and I know it is I have to pay them again when we are
a Cliche tha1 you hear over and over ready• for their revi sit,'' Woody
again, that if you do not succeed the added .
According to Bob Wallace, presifirst time, keep trying . It Works."

i

CE FOR ""
THE
PRE-APPROVED CREDIT
··- -FRO
FORD
CREDIT
...
. .. .
••
ISON AT
N RTH STF RD

dent of Faith Construction, the
univeristy will be billed for the extra
costs that resulted from the vandalism incident. ''We haven't come
·up with an exact figure tet, but I'm
sure it will be costly," Wallace said .
Bryant G . Harris, assistant vice
president of Business and Fiscal Affairs, said that the gate surrounding
the field was unlocked and that the
keys were left in the steamroller
because no one anticipated anyone

having the knowledge or desire to
start it.
''Not just anyone ca~ start those
machines. 'You have to know what
you're doing to get a steamroller
engine started," said Harris.
Since graduation will be held on
the yard, contractors can work under
less pressure to meet the May 10
deadline .
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
• American Mediea l School currieulum • One QI the highest pass
· rates on ECfMG by Rosa g111duates • we ha"' atllliationa and
working •Qr-mentt; with more than 30 hospitals In the U nite(! State•
whefe our students do the ir lh lrd and fourth years 0/ clinic.al clel'llahlpt.
Aoc:redl1ed by lhe government QI Dominica• Llsled In WHO • Very high
percentage cl our gr~uates doi ng residencies In U.S hoapltals. many of
which are affiliate<! with U.S. medical ec;hools • '· Many QI ourg111duates are
now practicing in many states lhroughout ttle United Statet • Many 0/ OUI'
11udenl1 are Bble to traosfer into U.S medical school1 tram our Basic
Scieroc.1 • We are app!O'tl9din ~•tat. . lorcilolcal ~nlng
' ~ . ··'
bnturetnana yOlherCaritlbean
· •U.S. Depar1menlctEducatlon '
GllBf*nt.eotSt~nfa·Loant VA be its and a loan program torenterlrig
students ara available.
,•,.Joi>.,•
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SCHOOL.OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

I

'

.

., • American Veterinary Medical School curriculum• Aoc:redlted by the
government QI St. Kltts • Listed In 1heAV'MA • 31'1 year"'r1erlnary
medicine prog111m both in St. Kitts and th<t United Sta tea• On I): foreign
School of Veterinary Medic ine doing ctlnlcal rotations In lhe United States
• U.S. Oepa.rtmenl of EducationGua111nleed Student La.ns. VA benelita
and a loan program for en le ring students are avallable • Our gr11duates
ha..., achieved oulslanding scoo-es on the slate eKamlnatlonL

'

NOW llC.CEPTI HO APPLICATIONS
FOR SPRING FALL. WINTIR SEMI STIRS

For lurth9r 1ntonnat1on call (212) 279· 5500

cwWftte10:

'.

INTIRNATIONAL EDUCATION AOMISSK>NS, INC .
.teO WEST 34TH STREET, NEW YORK , N .Y. 10001
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~ · -Do You Qualify For
Pre-approved Credit? •

'
'

LOYOLA COLLEGE IN MARYLAND

!il' You Must Be A Graduate

SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

, !il' You Must Have A Job Commitment
fi1 You Must Visit ·The Showroom
ir You Must Hurry

Accounting
Chemistry
CompyleF Science
Economics
English
Ethics
f inanc e
French
Geology
H istory
Malhemalics

Yes, pre-approved credit from Ford Credit can be yours.
'
YoU must receive at least a bachelor's degree or a state RN
license between October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986,
and you must have verifiable employment that begins within
120 days cif your qualifying vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient
to cover ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment. Your
credit record, if you have one, must indicate payment made as
agreed. The amount of credit depends on the qualifying car you buy.

Two six·week sessions
C:::...dne 2-July 12 and July 14·'A ugust 23

Three credit courses

Plus, $400 is available everl if you don't finance. Make your best
deal on any qualifying vehicle and use the money· toward your down
payment, or Ford will send you a $400 check after the purchase or lease.

'

'
These Are The Vehicles
That Are Qualified
FORD: Escort, Escort EXP, Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird
FORD TRUCKS: Aerostar, Bronco II, Ranger, F- 150 & F-250

'

Late Registrillion Session I :
Junf' 2 to lune b
• lo luly 18
Session II :
)uly 14

•

participating dealer for complete program details.

Graduates, Start Your Engines

~nd

Easy adffiission and registration procedure for visit ing )tudents · Bring lel·
ter of permission for course(s) including a s tatement of good o1cademic
s1anding ilnd an officia'l copy of your lranscript to the Advl~n8 Office.
M.lryland Hall , Room 225, Monday .Thursday 8 :30 a .m . · 9 :00 p .m ., Fri·
day 8 :30
5:00 p .m .
\
Regular Registration Session I :
to May 30
Session II :
to luly 11

>

j.m. ·

'

So hurry; if a vehicle is not in dealer stock you must order by June 1, 1986,
and you must take deliverV of any vehicle by August 31, 1986. See yout

Managemenl
M.lrketing
Philosophy
Phyiics
Political Science
Psyc hology
Sociology
S1atistics
Writ ing
Theology

I

.'

I

For a summer schedule, contact the
Office of Admissions
8 :30 a .m .·5 :00 p .m .
5:00 p.m .·9:00 p .m .
(301) 323·1010, ext. 2252
(3011 323·1010, ext. 5050

Get Over To

'

,

GRADUATE PROGRAMS

...... a·-

u..

Mdstf'r Dei:ree Programs al'i' offered in Bu~ine\S Admini~r.iition , Profes·
s jonal Accountancy, Finance, Educa1ion. Engineering Science: Compu1er
Stience, Digital Syslems, Modern Studie~ . Pastoral Counselina.
Psychology. and Speech Pi!thology/Audiology .

NEW YORK & WES I VIRGINIA AVES., N.E.
-t·

Cou"'A111

l1om P.Q.
Joiet I • • - from Cllpltol

\.lGE

o\.

For a summer sc hedule , contact the
Office of Graduate Admissions
8 :30 a.m .·5:00 p.m.
(301) 323·1010, exl. 5020
or write:
Loyola College in Maryland
4501 North Charles Street .
Baltimore, Maryland 21210·2699
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A Question of Need

N.O.W. March
Advocates
Women's Rights
T, Denise Asbury
Hilltop Staff Repor1er

The National Organization for
Women organizect and conducted the
National March for Women's Lives
Marc~ 10? in Washington, to protest
organ1zat1ons advocating legislation
against legalized abortion and
contraception.
, The March comes in the wake of
the California Anti -Abortion
Referendum drive's failure to pass .
The March also coincided with the
International Women's Day March,
as well as Natiqnal Women's History
Week. It was targeted to solidify all
women toward, making their own
choices about contraception a...i
abortion, and in maintaining that
right.
Eleanor Smeal, president of NOW
said, ''The anti-abortion forces ar;
losing steam; the visible organizing
for the marches is sending a strong
message to the opposition that
referendums will not be won cheaply or easily .''
The March, which proceeded
down l?ennsylvania Avenue past the
White House to a rally at the U.S.
Capitol, reinforced Smeal's position.
Speakers -at the ri:llly included

Coupon Stigma
Hinders Health

Morgan Fairchild, Esther Rolle,
Roben Walden and other pro-choice
speakers.
Senators Barbara Ferraro and
Patricia Hussey spoke, pointing out
that although they were members of
th< Catholic Church, and although
they have been warned by the church
th.at they are going against the doctr1n~s, they believe in the right of
choices, and that it is a woman's right
to choose if she gets pregnant and for
how long she stays that way should
she become pregnant . ''We do not
~upport abortion," they said, '' but
11 1s a woman's right to choose."
Robert Frelow, a student and rCsident in D .C. said, ''I think, although
I don't personally agree with abortion, that both are on&'s personal
choice.''
''It is clear that the Church has
targeted feminist women, but the
more the Church tries to censor me
and o~her feminist speakers, the more
determined people are to hear what
we have to say·... and the more the
march grows!'' Smeal sa id .
Barbara, a Catholic and a D.C. resident. said, ''I believe bedroom repercussions should remain the decision
of the people who were in the
bedroom, not the gerneral public and
its oreiudices. ''

•

•

Al lht Orst Rainbow Coallllon ConvenUon last wttk, 1t tk Wasblnaton Con"Yentlons Centtt,
Rev. Jrsse Jackson stroutd tht lmporhlnce of lbe Coalltlp11 In tbe Democ:111tk Party.

Hilltoo Staff Reporter
Mili~a~y vetera~s

attending college
or rece1_v1ng vocational training under
the Vietnam-era GI bill found
something missing from their monthJ~ checks after March, according to
a1_1 article titled ''Veterans feel the
Pinch'' in the April '86 issue of ''The
American Legion.'' Beginning March
1, benefit checks would be reduced
up to ten percent .
The article went on to say that
benefit. payments to those enrolled in
education and training programs
were reduced 8.7 percent. Subsistence
paym~nts for veterans enrolled in
vocattonal rehabilitation were rolled
back 13, I pe"fent,

A ~eteran of.. thc Armed Forces,
wh? IS ~ur rentl y attending Howard
l!~ 1 vers 11 r. and asked not to be ident1f1ed , said '' I ....was totally unaware
that the reduction was going to occur. \Vhen I received my check atlthe
end of March, $33 was missing from
my check."
''First, I thought that they had
made a mistake, but then I saw the
note that came along with my check
that said my check was reduced
because of the ~alanced Budget law
that was passed in Decen1ber of '85. ''
The student went on to say
''.Because I get money from the Gi r
bill, I don't qualify for 01 hef fi
- ··
cial assistance such as wofk,,st y or
Howard 's financial gr~. I do

qualify for the Pell Grant, but
because I'm eligible for benefits
under the old GI bill , I don't qualify
for the maximum amo·unt of the Pell ·
Grant.''
Because of the Gramm-RudmanHollings balanced budget law, the
Veterans Admnistration has been
forced to reduce spending in health
care, education and other areas.
''The national de[itit-reduction
plan forced the VeteraAs AdminiStration to cut $234 million from its $26.6
~illion fiscal year '86 budget, curtailing many of the age11cy's programs.
A~t~l96 million in outlays eara~ked. f r short -and long-term VA
pro1ects so was cut," according to
the art.cle in ''The American

Legion.' '
Last February federal judges rulr
ed that the Gramm-Rudman l
Hollings balanced b1iget plan was
un~onstitutional. Th budget plan
must now go to the S preme Court
and in the meantime, the judges hav~
allowed the automatic reductions
which began March l, to continue'.
The Reagan Administration is also
recommending that the new GI bill be
eliminated because it is no longer
needed as a recruiting tool to Jure
people into the armed forces .
The GT bill stipulates that if a pCr-·
son saves a maximum of $100 per
m_onth·, the government will p\it1200-.
with that $100, giving a GI or
beneficiary a total educational savings of $300 per month .
·

,

security, particularly if no person

Hilltop Slaff Reporler

Vet. Education R·a yments to Be-Cut
Don'n a Harris

,. received i.e .• child support and social

T. Denise Asbucy

''I think it's ridiculous that people
who need food stamps are too full of
pride to get them when they really
need them,•• said Dawn Randall, a
D.C. resident and Howard student,
"if I could, I'd get some [food
st~mps] too. I consider myself to be
very much full of pride, but I don·'t
see going hungry if other options are
available to me."
The food stamp program .is a social
program which is stigmatiZ.ed by the
entire society, even those who qualify
for the provisions. There are
estimates that atleast 20 percent or
more persons who qualify and are
eligible for food stamps do not get
them· because they feel that it is bad
enough that they are poor and impoverished; accepting food stamps
would be the final stCp in removing
what remaining self-respect they
have--particularly if tbey work and
still run short in p:rovi'di.ng for their
families.
~
·
Food stamps are government
coupons that can be used like money
to buy nutritious · foods for wellbalanced meals, which can be
redeemed at most grocery stores,
supermarkets, and co-ops througho'ut
the country. Any U.S. citizen, and
some legal aliens a~e eligible for ·rood
stamps if they meet program
household income guidelines, and
provide social security numbers for
all household members; these tests
are the asset test, and the income test.
In the asset test,cash, bank notes,
and cars totalling over $4500 in value
are counted, and a monthly income
limit is used ranging from $569 to
$1934 plus $195 per additional family member, depending on the number
of persons in the household. The income test measures the net income of
a household . The income test
measures the · net income of
household based on money earned or

over; 60 lives in the household.
The D.C. food stamp office
stipulates that an applicant have low

income and few financial resources,
I.D. and proof of a social security
1 as well as up to six months
nu"1iber
documentation for rent and utility
bills 1paid. In cases where a household
receives no income, and has no forthcoMing income within a few days,
the food stamp office must get to the
hou~ehold

food stamps as quickly as
possible atleast within five days.
According to Louis Washington at
the D,C, food stamp office, if a per·
son 1s turned down for food stamps,

they have a right to a hearing in front
of an impartial person.
Washington said that persons who
~o qualify for food stamps, p~r
ttcularly the elderly. may receive
stamps ranging from $10 to $50 or
more per month depending on the
household num.ber. ''To hear these
people respond with 'how am I supposed to survive off of that?' is the
most difficult thing because it is hard
to explain to them that this is all we
are allowed to give them based on
their asset/income reports.''
Washington continued by saying
that students · can apply for food
stamps, particularly if they are working 20 hours a week, ''As a matter-offact, we do have some Howard
siudents applying to \and qualifying •
for the program."
Anthony Barnett, a sophomore at
Howard said, ''I would not use the
program, because I would find some means of getting whatever I needed i
but if I were having to rely on th~
program, I wouldn't shop where
Howard students usually frequent."
Washington said that the person
who feels they qualify for the program may come to one of the food
stamp offices i1' D.C., or call one of
the offices and request that an application be mailed to them.

SENiORS
wltAT do YOU~WA~T TO SAY?

Last_Will and Testaments

iN ouR fiNAl issuE o~ MAy 9 . ..
Rate schedule: same as Hilltopics

Newsbriefs
I

I
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With the American Express• Card
}·ou can buy evel)·thing from new
spe~:tacles to some pretty spec.tac·
ular clothing. The latest in audio

equipment and the latest albums.
1·h.e Card is the perfect way to pay

for 1us1 about anything you'll want
during college.

How to get the Card
before you graduate,
Becall)t' \l.'e belie\·e that college is the first
sign of success. we'\'e made it easier for you
to get the American Express Card. Graduating
s1udents can get the Card as soon as they
accept a SI0 .000 career-oriented job. If you're

not graduating this semester. you can apply
for a special sponsored Card . Look for
student applications on campus. Or call

, WASHINGTON- Spokespersons
1n the Reagan Administration officially stated late last week that their
intention in the Libyan bombing last
Monday evening was to kill the Libyan leader, Colonel Mo hammer
Quaddafi,
•
The House and Senate introduced
legislalion Thursday that would exempt . military retaliation against
terror1sm--such as last week's air
strike on Libya--from having to pass
by ~ongressional approval under pro1s1ons of the War Powers Act. The
legislation was intlfOduced by Senate
Republican leader·j·J!obert Dole and
Representatives Joe Banon, R-Texas,
nd Duncan Hunter, R-California
nd Bob Livingston, R-l:.ouisi'ana. '
The lqlslation would define terorism as an act of aggression against
he United States. and would

libelous mate,r ial was printed·.
MARYLAND·Twelve students fro
the Universi1y of Maiyland at Colleg
Park were arrested Wednesday o
charges of ''willful disturbance o
school activities'' when they erected
a shant_y ~n protest of the university's
$7 . I m1ll1on investments in firms doing busiiless with South Africa .
A $100,000 civil suit was filed in
U.S. District Court in Baltimore
against university officials to protest
the dismantling of the shanties.
WASHINGTON-The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration notified ~ongress Wednesday at
a Senate hearing that plans for flights
are targeted to begin again in
mid-1987 ;
. Medicarecosts are expected to
1ump to $572 for a first day stay in
the hospital in 1987. This increase will
exceed the present costs by $80.

•

I

1·800·THE-CARD, and tell them you wan1

a student application .
The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it~

automatically trigger the Presid~nt's
power to.act on behalf of the national
defense; an act stipulated by the
United Nations Charter.
This act legislation if voted on for
approval by members, ·would allow
the .P.r esident to directly overstep
rece1v1ng House and Senate approval
before authorizing military action .
In the aftermath of the Libyan
bombing Monday by the United
States, several bomb th1·eats in the
Washington , area have been
prevalent.
Government office buildings and
th~ Metro-rail stations have been
prime targets, but each report has
tu~ned gp no bomb.
The U .S.Supreme Court ruled
Monday that in the plaintiff's claim
, of Libel in a suit must include proof
of falsity in.addition to proof that the

•

HOWARD UNIVERSITY '
SLIMNASTICS "CLUB
SUMMER SESSION
MAY 5 - JULY 11

I
I

II

I

I

,,

I

10 weeks - M-Th
40 CLASSES

5:30 - 6:30

'

COED CLASSES
p.III.

OFFERING:
S_t,IMNASTICS
AEROBICS
SWIMNASTlCS
DANCE
STRESS MANAGEMENT ·
I
PLUS MORE!
>
!l,egister At H.U. Burr Gymnasium
5-6:30 p.m.- May 1st only!!!
Child Care Free

'

Fees Non members $70
Members $SS
Discounts Available!!

Phone Debbie Johnson 636-7143 or 7142

Note: $5.00 OFF WITH THIS AD
(SLIMNASTICS SUMMER SESSION ONLY)

***********************~********************~************i~~'l.:.~92;
LADIES WEEKEND RETREAT
JULY 18-20

$75.00

Y.HOLLY 63~9608 after 6 p.m.
I

'

•
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'

Band Director's Contract Not Renewed

Gray To Enlighten Grads
1

I

Coatlalled flom Pqe 1

Next year ther will he three direc- j pursue his Ph.D in music education

game including the Philadelphia

a

1

he said-:- 'lt takes time to build program. You have to take the talent you
have and make it mature so that the

Eagles. The Eagles were so impress- tors, a band specialist, drill and
ed with the band•s performance that parade specialist, and an assistant
they recommended them to the New . band director. The band will also

after June, and said that he will con- COadnued from Paae 1
tinue his career as 8 band director. ·appealed in gUcst-starring roles in
manifestation is appealing - that's a Jersey Generals for a half-time show
several television series. His Broadband director's job."
performance in the fall, said Bates. have a business manager who will
''I will ~lway_s remember the way performances in ''Mr. WonderAccording to b~d members, some
schedule the trips and a dance inful'' and ''Golden Boy'' were classic,
of the positive advances they have
Although some of the students structor for dancers, Norris said. Try- Howard University Marching Band and he is a regular headliner in New
made include an increase in the bands would like to see Bates rehired, some outs for drum major will be con- as bein.& my first college band,'' he York and Las Vegas . His
size from approximately 45 musicians members are pleased with the changes ducted soon because they plan to
.
.
autobiography, Yes. I Con. was a
to over 120 in less than two years. Norris said would be made next year . send him or her to drum major camp.· said. ''I spe~t J?Cfsonal. time and per- • best-seller.
The band's reputation drew invita- According to Norris, the entire band
Prior to his work arHoward, Bates sonal money 10 making the band
William H. Natcher, who will
tions to perform at the African- will be in uniform next year and he
.
b d d" t
h
what 1.t' 1.5• 1 appreci·ate the growth rl"f"eive the honorary D~or of Laws
·
can
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n
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January 195.!l. Representing the -

cond District of Kentucky, he ia a
member of the House Committee on
Appropriations and serves u chairman of the Subcommittee on Labor,
Health and Human Services, ind
Educatio'n Appropriations. He .has
received numerous awards and citations for his service to agriculture and
education.

This story was taken from the April
21st issue of the Capstone.
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Cynecsre Associates
'"female liealt.h Care Cent.er~ ..
Family Planni ng Se rvi ce s

3360 16th Street N.W .
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DELTA S16M THETA

··- 312 S . Was hing ton

INC.
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Al exa nd ri a. '/i~ gi ni a 223:'
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• VD tes ting and treatment (includiAg
•
Herpes)

• lns!ruc tion on _?elf breas t ex-amination
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• Tubal Ligation s (1n hospital)
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ANDREW ,,KOOL AID'' KELLY
ANd
•

CHARLES ''SILK'' TAYLOR
'

PRESENTS

To TllE ClAss of 1986
A CHANCE TO DO THE CO CO SWING

·•

AT

Because of a special offer .from
dealer offering an additional
Ford Motor Company, yoti may be
$500 to be applied as
eligible for a $400 purchase
downpayment towards your new
certificate direct from Ford and
vehicle purchase.
·
pre-approved credit of up to --..
$400 from Ford plus $500 from
$13,500 on the purchase of new
Ourisman Ford Montgomery Mall
1986 Ford cars and trucks.
gives you $900 towards your
Now, Ourisman Ford
purchase. Hurry in now as this is
Montgomery Mall is the only
a Limited Time Offer!
I
.
CALL 469-8800 FOR DETAILS or fill out the coupon below.

•

•

Mail to:

_

Ivan Kaplan

Ourismail
Ford
Montaomery
Mall

10401 Motor City Drive
1letllelda, MD 20817
(301) 469 8800

'
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Manning Marable ,
~

One of the greatest challenges con- Rtagan's civil rights agenda . They all the historical, cultural and

fronting Black journalists today is
what can be termed the ''paradox of
desegregation.•• On one hand, the
popular images of Afro-Americans
have become more positive overall
since the demise of Jim Crow. There
are Black newscasters on radio and
television, and Blacks on editorial
boards. Black professionals in the
media seem to have overcome racial
barriers. ·
But this is more of an illusion than
reality . A recent profile of American
journalist was done by Indiana

University Professors David H:

I

Seaver and G. Cleveland Wilhoit,
which was funded by the Gannett
•

Hurting The Cause
Of The Homeless
j

Well, April 30 marks the closing of
the highly controversial, Federally
funded homeless shelter in
Anacostia . And while the closing is
near, planning· for next year should
begin immediately, and there is a
definite need for a great deal of
regrouping .

In the fall of 1985, a banle 10 help

,

the homeless was begun and the war
is probably schedu led to continue
next fall .
If you recall , in the fall of 1985, the
Federal Government issued shelter
and funding for operation '(a project
c6sting $1.9 mi llion) to the D.C.
Coalition for the Homeless. The project was approved after an appeal was
made ta....Mayor Marion Barry, in
which the'X:oalition staled in a proposal, in the interest of cooperation
with asking for assistance in implementing !! more desirable alternative shelter operation 10 serve the
ho meless population currently using
1he 425 Second Street (Co mmunit y
for Creative Non-violence run
s.helter) facilit y.
The Coalition 's appeal was accepted, and they presentl y run the
600-bed fa cilit y at 1900 Anacos1ia
Dr. SE that has been gel ting so
pllblicity and oppositon.
Upon :ts inception, one of the
leaders in opposing opening of the
Anacostia shelter was Mit ch Snyder
and his organization the Communi ty for Creative Non - Violen ce ,

CCNV.

•

,

'

,

.

According to CCNV spokeman
Harold Moss, this opposition mounts
in the interest of the homeless Issue
and out of an apprehension aboul a
government run shelter.
It 's rare that the D.C. Coalition 's
government grant has allowed for the
hiring of an entire staff of counselors,
cooks, driers, physicians, etc.
On the other hand , the CC NV run
shelter which has been operating on
a wing and a prayer, continues to ser, , vice the homeless population without
- ''hired help'' or much money .
Not that the presence or absence of
money should hinder the success of
an organization wanting to aid the
homeless, it shou ldn ' t. But in the recent case with the D.C. Coalition,
and CCNV, it has .

Editor-in-Chief
Carol D . Winn
Managing Editor
Lanita Pace

Harold Moss said back in October
that in the past government run
shelters have been proven unsuccessfu l because the staff treats the
homeless like animals .
The incidents a few months ago, in
which a Coalition employee was arrested and charged with assaulting
one o f ,the homeless residents with a
baseball bat, is demonstrative of
what Moss was talking about .
But it is more than just the treatment of the homeless by the ''hired
help' ' to be revan;iped .
Perhaps, CCNV would have been
the better candidates to be in the
shelters running and organizing it .
Moss did have a point when he
stated, ''CCNV knows how to re
spond to the homeless because we
have lived with them · for 12 years.
How can a stranger enter into your
life and tell you what to do . We share
his view.
Okay, so the D.C. Coalition was
smarl in making an appeal to remO\'e
financing fo r the shelter, but what
has happened to volunteering for a
worthy cause.
Why pay someone to perform a
task 1hat eventually will become jusl
a job to I hem, 'Yhen you can rely on
.vo lunteers who reGeive personal
satisfaction from helping, liki: many
of the workers with CCNV. This idea
woul4 sure sav_e the govy rnment and
ta:x payers a great deal of money.
Ye1, CCNV and the Coalition have
initiate<;! some commendable feats in
helping the hOmeless. But since the
initial goal is to help the homeless, it
would seem mUch more practical and
beneficial for the homeless if both
. organizations were to pool their
talent and strengths.
And it should not go unsaid that
since many of th·e homeless are Black,
if for no other reason, we at Howard
University have an obligation to also
do our part in the struggle to combat the problem.
There is indeed a battle in South
Africa in which our brothers definitely need our help, but charity should
begin at home . Maybe if we picture
our homeless brothers there will be
more of us to fight for the Blacks in
South Africa.
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Foundation. the study, entitled ''The
American Journalist," stated that
Blacks, Asians a11d Hispanics account for roughly 4 percent of
editorial workers, compared to more
than S percent · in 1971 . White
females, by way of contrast, have increased their margin from 1 i'n 5 in
1971 to 1 in 3 tod'ay. Seaver and
Wilhoit discovered in f,heir research
that the typical journalist is white,
male, a· ''political middle-of-theroader'' who knows little about
minorities or their coqditions.
Such journalists have few reasons
to question the retreat from racial
equality, which is the foundation of

believe in the myth of value-free journalism, which asserts that the
reporter has no right to adliere to certain ideological views in their interpretation of society. They accept the
position that a Black journalist is
simply journalist who happens to
be Black, and that he/she has no
justification to engage in ''advocacy''
in regards to Blacks' deteriorating
rights . What they fail to recognize is
that their value free, middle-of-theroadism is just a cover for failing to
confront the systematic, institutional
factors which preserve and
perpetuate white racism in America.
The white media 'generally refuses to
admit that virtually all journalism is
a form of ''propaganda'' in the interest of certain political, economic,
and social class interest--and that
Blacks' interests never surface on the
agenda.

political baggg~ of that tr!ldition.
Whefi We read PrDVQQ orlzVestia, no
one doubts that the perspe~'ves of
Soviet writers advance a pa.'ticular
view on society and politi . And
when we read the New York Times,
everything from the selection of
stories to the orientation of the
editorials represents a type of bias
towards the white corporate
establishment.

J

What is the social responsibility of
Black journalism in ti)e period of color blind racial discrimination? Black
writers must see th~mselves as part of
a rich historical tradition, as the latest
generation in· the heritage of free,
democratic-oriented journalists. A
brief list would include: Mary Ann

Shadd Cary, editor and founder of
the Provincial Freeman in 1853, the

Part of the paradox of desegregation is th3.t some Black journalists, in
their desire to acquire acceptance in
the mainstream media, often close
their eyes to the omnipresence of
racial bias and distortion. When we
read.le Monde, does anyone doubt
that we are encountering the inte ~
pretations of F.re!_lch journalists, with

first newspaper published by a
woman in North America; Ida B.
Wells, the anti-lynching activist and
editor of the Memphis Torchlight;
abolitionist editor Frederi~k
Douglass, publisher of the North
Star; T. Thomas Fortune, editor of

the New York Age; W.M. Trotter,
editor of the militant Boston Guar·
dian; W.E.B Du Bois, foundCr qf the
NAACP and editor of the , Crisis
magazine; trade union leader A.

·Negro, Black or
The Chinese have a saying, ''The
first step towards wisdom is to call.
things by their correct names.'' In the
book, Roots, Kunta Kinte expressed
similar wisdom as he bravely rebelled against hi s master's decision to
rename him ''Toby." ·Haw much
more so then should Twentieth Century African descendants be concerned about what they call themselves as
a race or ethncity.
During recCnt years, we have seen
a dramatic increase in non-Caucasian
people renaming themselves from
Anglo -American to Afro-Arab
references. But what about the official collective racial classification
''B lack''? Is the name appropriate?
ls it meaningful? Ooes it h<l\'e a
human or civilized reference ~ do
other rai:ial/eth11ic groups in our
world community? Is Black really
beautiful .?
The focus of the Co ncept of
Afronesia is to reawaken people of
African descent to the importance of
restoring dignity and honor to their
official racial/ ethnic classification by
incorporating within it the
geographical and cultural aspects of
the Cushite (African) genealogy and
heritage . The primary objective is to
prove that the Negro/ Black/ Colored
(N / B/C) syndrome has proven to be
psychologically damaging to many of
those who are classified or tacitly
allow themselves to be placed within

this category--the silent minority.
Black/ Negro are the only names
used by a race of' peOple that does not
incorporate the geographic and
cultural aspects of their heritage.
Without exception, all other races
have names in which word derivatives
of that , name indicate their
geographic origin. For ex.ample, the
classification Caucasoid denotes per~
sons of European, North African or
southwest Asian ancestry , Mongoloid
indicates people of northern and
eastern Asia, Malaysians, Eskimos
and often, American Indians. Places
of orgin are reflected ii\, the words
Chinese, Japanese, Italiah, Irish, Indian and Indonesian . .All races and
nationalities follow this formula. Only Negro and Black do not follow this
formula, and are· based solely on a
physical characteristic--color .
The color of one's skin and the
myt hs and stereotypes associated
with skin color have formed the basis
for insidious racism that has wrecked countless human lives and sapped
vitality from our American society .
People of color have been exploited
(psychologically) on the issue of
''Black'', and the people of America,
generally have been blinded on the
issue of color .
It is not logical to attempt to define
human populations solely on color.
Black is an inappropriate a term as
yellow, red or brown for Americans .

~

Philip Randolph, editor of the
Messenger; and human righ~~
Spokesman Paul Robeson, editor of'
Harlem's Freedom newspaper in the
I 9SO's. ·
.
What is! a Black journalist? As
writers, as part of this tradition of
Afro-American critical thought, we

6

have a i't:sponsibility to comprehend
that racism still exists, and that we
.should never apalogize for taking an
uncompromising ,attitude against
racial inequality in our work. Pover- ,
ty and hunger still exist, and are ,f
- becoming worse. Unemployment,
educational underdevelopment and.

•

political underrepresentation have
not yet been overcome. And our task

and challenge, as Black journalists,
is to raise questions reveAling these
problems, and to write With a critical
vision of social justic and human

equality, the basic values which were
embodied by the lives of previous
generations of BJack writers.

Dr. Manninli Marable is professor of
political sociology at (;q_lgate University, Hamilton, New York. "Along
The Color Line'' appears in 140
newspapers, iintemationally.

fronesian?

All Americans are people of color.'
Some are Americans of African
heritage. Others are Americans of
Oriental, European, Indian, or Slavic
heritage , or a mixture of heritages .
But whatever our heritage, we are all
Americans, and we are all people of
color.
It is now apparent that the time has
come for people of African lineage
(Cushites through the Biblical Ham)
to reclaim and restore the racial and
ethnic dignity that vanished into the
sea during the Euro-American slave
trade . V:le can do this by appropriately reclassifying ourselves .as

AFRONESIANS, a ligitimate word

with a proper and logical
etymological base, and which means
something more relevant and comprehensive than color of skin. This
''civilized'' word,..,appropriately includes our authentic· genealogy and
our rich and diverse cultural heritage.
Afronesian is a racial classification
or name which is etymologically accurate and equal to all other human
groups. It appropriately has a prefix
and suffix to form a word which
identifies humans or people of
African descent. A breakdown of the
term shows: Afro means African or
pertaining to Africans (or descendants of Africans); Ese means pertaining to the people (as in Japanese,
Chinese, etc.); Nesian (similar to Ese)
means pertaining to people or their

•

inhabitants or languages (Polynesians, Melanesians, Indonesians, etc.)
An appropriate combination of the
above will produce Afronesian .

An AFRONESIAN, therefore, is a
descendant of Africans, but who is
not an indigenous or continental
African, .born and bred in Africa and
culturally tied to a specific Nation,
tribe or language of the continent.
NeverthCless, the individual's
genealogy goes back to Africa and
beyond to the ancient and Biblical
Ham 31)..d Cush. Some of the diverse
peoples who comprise Afronesians
are:
Afro-Americans,
Afro-·
Jamaicans.Arro-Br.aZilians, AfroHatians, Afro-Barba9i@.ns, .AfroBahamians, Afro-Grenadians, AfroBermudians, Afro-Trinidadians. '

The Citizens United to Study our
Heritage (CUSH) Project, under the
direction of EdWard W. Marshall,
Humanologist, is currently engaged
in sponsoring lectures and seminars ~
to advance the main obj«tive of reeducating Afronesian people about
the true roots of their genealogy and ,
heritage . Additional information
about the CUSH Project can be obtained by writing 10 CUSH, P.O. Box
24232, or calling (202) 678-0380.

Contributed by &/ward W. Marshall,
director of C. U.S.H

Letters to. The Editor
•

Lost Sense of Purpose
Dear Editor,.complete with 50 questions and a have been on the yard socializing with
Two weeks ago, I witnessed 45 -minute time limit--told us upfront friends instead of being in the
behavior on this campus that disturb- that by field testing these questions , classroom, and that since our instruced and enraged me, and at the same we were helping to prove or disprove tor wasn't present, this was a prime
time reaffirmed the selfish attitude the biasness of standardized tests. opportunity to work on a paper or
that is often credited to young black The questions basically dealt with the com"plete homework for other
men and women 1..specially at interpretations and meanings of classes. What I don't understand,
passage of poetry.
however, is why these studens didn't
Howard .
After the test had been distributed leave to go do these things.
On this particular day our instructor was late for cla·ss due to an and the instructions for them had
There are many things--both
unavoidable delay, so while our class 11een8lven, I felt as if the classroom positive and negative--that we get
was waiting, we were asked to par- in Douglass Hall at Howard Univer- caught up in at college, but we should
ticipate in field testing some questions sity had been transformed into a always be mindful that as we advance
that would possibly be used for ad- clasroom at Howard High School. and progress,there are still others
vanced pJacement classes in high Out of 1S students who were in th·e __.behind us, and that we did not get the
schools and the Scholastic Aptitude class, 10 of us cooperated and the opportunity to come to Howar~ on
Test (SAT). As many of us are aware, other five or so began disregarding our own, no matter whose name 1s on
black educators and others have the test calling it ''dumb'' a•d our scholarships. There was always
argued that standarized tests. such as ''stupid''. In short, their behavior someone who went before us .
the SAT, are biased against blacks ·was extremely juvenile and
Whatever happened to the concept
of reaching back and helping others?
and this one of the factors for blacks irresponsible.
Yes, I can understand that on this Or was it just that-- a concept, not
scoring lower than whites. The faculty member who distributed this test- particular day, the sun was shining - an action? All of us in that class, I'm
-which was structured like the SAT, brightly and students would rather sure, knew or could think 6f at least

one black teenager who would be taking the SAT or some other standardized test soon, and we were asked
to give 45 minutes of our time, not
money out of our pockets. It seemed
a bit ironic to me that this happened
in a class where we constantly speak
about and deal with the importance

of portraying black culture through
black
literature .
It is not my opihion to reprimand,
embarrass or humiliate my fellow
classmates in print; rather I wrote this
letter to make them think about their

behavior and future black college and
high students. Hopefully it will serve

A Concerned Howard University
Student

.-

How Good Is Gold?
Dear Editor:
,What is South Africa's chief export? Gold! What would happen to
South Africa's White . M!nority
Government1 to aparthe1d1 1f aold
became just ~nother i,nexpens~ve
useful .metal like aluminum, like
magnes1um?
. Ten years ago I researched the
literature as well as the possible
nuclear chemistry involved in the
'manUfacture' of •atomic' aold and
wrote a monoaraph titled 11 Good As
Gold", bu\ then, 'is 1old 1~·7 (see
Sources and Data be!ow). Five years

ago there

World which has a reactor·(or access
to one) has performed one or more
of the basic 'transmutation' experiments and there is the possibility
of the 1X)nversion of a decommissioned or umcompleted nuclear reactor
into a 'pilot' plant, it is only a matter of time until ancient alchemy
becomes reality.
so ri.ow there are political,
«onomic and scientific reasons
aoina ah~ with such a project.
After all one ' hundred years qo,

ror

neighboring Black Afncan countries:
-this argument is on par with the old
slave-owners argument that ''chattel
slavery was, good for the Blacks, for,

without slavery the Blacks would be
unemployed and starve'' 1
The terrible living conditions of the
Black miners, their short life span,
their lack of opportunity for education, for advancement, for a normal
family life·-these are arauments
enouah for the discontinuance of

aold mining I

aluminum sold for over SIOO a pound
and m'8nesium wu a laboratory

ws a copyriaht edition and curlousityl

ment than the miniJll of aoid but also
help to improve the livina condltiom
and the diet of the whole continent!
·ro those who worry that 'cheap
gold' misht adversely affect those of
the 1middle' and 'upper' c1•1 11Black and white-- who have
7

7

speculated in and hoarded aolcl (In-

tl•:..r::..

cluding 'ra""•', i.e. Kruprranda), I

would say (and I
would
aaree) that these s
and
hoarders do not deserve any
sympathy!

Tourism, the production of consumer goods, the production,

listina in the Uruon Cataloaue and
As for those who fear unemploy- packaaina and shippina- of frozen
the Cataloaue of The Center for ment of blaclts--both those from . veaetables and frozen seafoods -Research Libraries.
South Africa and the 'homelands' as these are examples of activities which
Now that every University in the well as those 1 importcd 1 from would not only furnish lllOnO employ.
•

-

the purpose for which it was intended. If this letter, however, does none
of the above, it has at least allowed
me to express my views and opinion on this subj«t.

Sincerely,

Geor1e B. Shire
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SPEAKOUT

PhOIO<I and

Tt~I

By

Al~n

If you WERE PREsidENT of
HowARd · UNivERsiTy,. _\wltAT
thANGES would you iMpLEMENT?

B rown

IT'S THE COOLEST HEAT YOU'LL EVER FEEL.
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•
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•

•
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•

Name: Quinlon Stovell
Classification: Freshman ·
Major: Mechanicit.1 Engin'eering

Hometo"·n: Jamaica

.

Major: Print Journalism
Homelown: Benton Harbor, Ml

If I were president of H.U. J ~vou ld
attemp1 to uni fy students who lived
off campus and make the1n feel a
par1 of the university. They cou ld be
a va luable.resource 1hat cou ld pro\'ide ideas to make the Howard ex perience memorable. I wou ld also
decrease oUr dependence on the
federal go,'ernment for financial
support .

If I were president of the universiIf I "'ere president of H .U. I "'ould
ty, l would promote more en- .do e\•erything wi thin my pO\l.'er to
trepreneurial enterprises and decrease our dependence on the
nego tiate an agreement with all con- fede ral government and steer us
tractors of Howard University to hire to,vards real self-determination. I
a nurftber of student s in internsh ips. \vould change the overall 1hrust of !he
For ex-a mple, projects and_.as the up- uni versity. I \vould make ii 1he true
coming H o\vard Plaza would hire Mecca it purports to be by encouragst udents in civil engineering. architec- ing inno,•a1ive creative lhought, 1he
impro\•emenl of our people all over
. 1ure, etc.

•
•

I

Na me: Stager Smith
Classirication: Junior
Major: Political Science
Hometown: Washington, D.C.

Na me : Ona Alston
C lassification : Junior

J

the "'orld not jus1 the elite fe\v . In
terms of partii.'.ulars, Afro-American
studies would have been required
long ago. We ""'ould have 1he mos1
comprehensive african stttdies progl'8m in 1he nation and I \VO l1ld
rename the university af1er someone
who l ook.~ like us and '''ho had our
best interest at hear! .

•

•
•
•
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IT> BELO\l'l MIAMI, AND ABOVE THE LAW
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Hometown: Ht•uston, Texas
•

Name: Lanita Pace
Classificlitlon: Senior

Name: C. Edl\·ard Wot>dyard
Classificalio n: Junior
-

Major: Prinl Journalism
Hometown: San Fra,clsco, CA

Major: Economics

1,,

l 1hink my first prior-ity would be
to issue a direc1ive 10 the adminis1ra1ive and support staff to
make them understand that the
reason they are here is to serve the
student bod y. l.'vevisited several major universities across the country,
and I have never experienced such
rude and impatient behavior directed
toward student s .un1il I came td
Howard . Secondly, I would seek
more funds from private sources, so
the university could rely less on
governmenl subsidies, freeing the
university to take a stronger positions
on issues of vital concern to Black
peopl~ . And I w~uld also try to
establish stronger ties 10 the surrounding communitY so that it can benefit
more from the university's presence.

Nam<: Mishka Marshall
Classiricalion: Junior
Major: Broadcasl Journalism
If I \\'ere president of this uniLersi1y I \\'Ou\d \\'Or k tO\\'ards building
a ''ca1npus'' for Ho'''ard, impr'O\'C
securi ty, and try to eli 1ninate 1the
bureaucra1ic red tape·stl1dents must
endure.
· Howard O\vns ·most of th e "Vaca nr
buildings around the area. With proper planning and \\•ell place d
priorities, those ' 'acant buildings
could b renovated and used as st udent dorn1i1ories and other l1ni\'ersi 1y facilities. It does no! make sense
for our sludents to live i111he red light
dis1ric1 \vhen there is so much
university-o,vned proper!)' surrounding the can1pt1s. This plan to
develop 1he area around our existi11g
campus \\'Ou ld lead to the estab li shment of a ''ca1npus'' of our own
where 011e could disti11guish tl1e
Ho,vard corq1nu11ity from 1he rest of
~he area . This w,.q uld help reduce
securuty proble1ns because withot1t
our ca111pus a11d the neighborhood
being 011e and the su111e people \\'Ould
be less likely 10 wn11der on and off
ca n1p11s. Finally, if I were president,
I '''ould try to get eve11 111ore mone)'
fro111 tl1e gover11111ent .

HometOY•n: Washington, l>.C.
•r

•

'

'

'

'~

I \\•ould con ti11ue with the •univcrsi~y's efforts 10 expand the campus
with the ne\\' faci lities a11d activities
'''hich \\'Ou\d generate rcvl.'11uc. These
plans would i11clude 1l1e pr.oposed
sports comple.x, greater al111nni ii1 vo lvement and su pport , a11d i11creas ed corpora1c par1icipation "'ilh
stude11ts in the School of Busi ness
and Pliblic Ad1ninistra1io11 a11d other
disciplines \\•here mentors and role
models could be essential i11 the
development of the students. The
revenue ge11erated fro1n .1l1e Ho\\'ard
Plaza projec1 could be used 10..s11pplement tui1io11, and i11 crcase scc11rity and br?ade~ 1he di scipli nary.scope
of the un1vers~ty to allo''' n1ore fie ld s
-of study. In co11cl11sion, (tl1e) rcquircment of Afro-An1erican st udies is
mandatory so that we do not forge!
~ thu1 we arr 1l1c 1nos1 dy11u1nic r1tce
: creureJ.
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YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS

•

AT THE Cwn-a~· TRAINING INSTITUTE
5401 FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W .
THE NATION 'S ONLY NATURA:L HAIRCARE SALON,
PROFE~SIONAL HAIR BRAIDING AND TRAINING CENTER

SENioRs - wkAT do you WANT TO SAY To ThosE
you will LEAVE bEkiNd?
INSTEAd of TllE usuAl HillTopics sEcrioN ON TllE
bAck PAGE, The Hilltop will usE This sEcTioN foR
TkE Last Will and Testaments fRoM GRAduATiNG
SENiORS iN OUR fiNAl issuE ON M'Ay 9.

Al~
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Styles are pre-selected· and all students are r:nonitored by
Licensed. Professional Braiders

..

$ 4 5. o . p(lncludes extens;ons)
VISA • MASTER' CARD • CHOICE • AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED (Sorry No Cheda)
.
Ca!I 723-1827 and make your appointment today!
Facuity , Staff & Administration · Welcome
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Career Options
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adClerical,
ministrative and carrier
positions
available.

''•..

Lloyd

Jack~on

Hilltop Staff Reporter

' 1Contact'' or networking brings us
to perhaps the second most important
'do' for communication majors. Nctworking, Mr. Davis and Ms. Stewart
agree, is extremely important. T_hey
believe that through networking,
communication majors will be most
likely to hear of job openings. lnternships and networking often go hand
in hand . Through internships,
students will meet influential persons
who are oftentimes prospective
employers, and th~y (the student~)
will be presented with the opp<;>rtun1Mr. Davis stresses the importance of ty to make a positive impression on
classroom training, but goes on to say these persons through their conduct
that ' 'there is no excuse for any stu- and work quality .
dent graduating from Howard
Universit y or any college in Among the most important don't's
Washington, D.C. not to have ex- for communication majors are: l) Do
perience in the field that they are in- not wait unitl your junior or senior
year to try and secure internships .or
terested in.''
career opportunities. In seeking in' ternship positions, students should
I start their search in their freshman
year, and for permanent employment
As a result of shrinking numbers of
• student should start, at the very
employment opportunities in tradilatest, their junior year.
tional careers that are commensurate
Another important ''don't'' for comwith one's degree, m3.ny graduates
have to look at alternate careers. The
munication students is do not
gr:aduate without doing jnternships
Carnegie Commission estimated that
between 1980 and 1985 there were 6.5
and building a network.
million graduates for 5.8 million job
openings.
Howard University's Office of
Career Planning and Placement has
If you are a communication major
references and resources that will help
graduating at the end of this
student identify the market in which
semester, and you are serious about
they are employable. The of~ice
joining the wOrk force, then you
trains students to understand the JOb
. s hould ~have already secured a posimarket and also to secure jobs.
Gerald
Davis
tion, or at least you should have done
some interviews by now . Because of One excellent way. to gain exp~rience . MS'. Stewart's office, located in the
the competitive nature of com- while in college 1s through intern- School of Communications building,
munications, according to Gerald ships. Accordirig t~ M~ . _Virgina. 0 . receives position vacancy anDavis, Assistant Director of the Of- Stewart, Comn;iun1ca11on~ Se~v1c~s nouncements and internship opporfice of Career Planning . and Place- Specialist at H~ward Un1vers1ty in tunities in the comfnunications inment at Howard University in Wa s hing1on ,
~ .C.,
''Many dustry . The office also maintains a
Washington, D.C., communications employer~ are loo~1ng for .peopl~:who working relationship ~ith alui:xtni
majors should at the very latest start have had 1nternsh1p e~per1ence. Ms . who are now working in commun1catheir search for jobs in their junior Stewart went on to add that ' 'many tions and who may be able to assist
year. Mr . Davis ads that ''one thing times students say that it (an intern- the office in placing students. Ms.
we have ~o remember (is) com- ship~ is nol paying,_ o~ I don't have Stewart says that her office recieves
municat ion is not a field wherein the t1m~. but sometimes the students over 100 position vacancy an licensure guarantees that you will on- just have to mak~ the time, because nouncements for permanent and inly compete with other people thal are you get the experience, plus you get tership positions each month. These
trained as you are trained ." This those. contacts''. It should also be position vacancies are posted on the
adds to the competitive nature of mentioned, Ms. Stewart _say~ , that buleti~ board outside her office a~d
communication and emphasizes the rhere are a number of paying intern- also on the outside of her doot .1n i
fact tha1 an early start in seeking !ship positions. However, 1he 1 ex- room ' 2E in the School of Comcommunicat ion jobs is definitely perience and the contacts are often municationS. Students are .also. cn' beneficial.
more important.
couraged to call 636'.-7491 .
A career in communications to a
great number of communications
majors and to a significant percentage of the American population
means on air positions, such as anchors, editors, reporters, and commentators. However, there is an interesting diversity of career opportunities available to a communications major. Some career opportunities available to communication
majors at the Ph.D. level include
director of public relations, foreign
service information officer, and
research analyst . For commujnications majors at · the MA. and BA.
levels car er opportunities include:
producer, public relations officer,
consultan , lecturer, program director , di rec or of sales, desk assistant,
productio'n assistants, and newsletter
editor. These positions exist in
newspaper plants, private industry,
government ~'hd of course in the
broadcast industry .

There are a number of important
do's and don't's for communication
majors. Among the most important
do's are: I) Each communication major should have some experience
working in his/ major area of study
upon graduation. Today's employers
are not only interested in a communication degree, they want to
know that each person they employ,
ideally has the educational training
and some work experience, which is
probably the most important.

National Institutes
of Health
9000 Rockville Pike Clerical
and
Bldg. · 31, Rm. laboratory positions
B3C-15
available. ;.
Personnel Office
Bethesda, MD

r

Belinda Dillard
Manufacturers Bank
of Detroit
Looking for junior
Bank Properties and senior architecDept.
ture majors.
MI
Detroit,
(313) 222"3295
dele Kwaw
uman Resources
dministration
ffice of Personnel
ervices
71 Church St., 2nd
loor
ew York, NY
0017
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Paul Leifer
U.S. Postal Service
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Riverdale,
MD
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Compiled From News Releases

The critically acclaimed Howard
University Choir will lead off th
University's graduation season with
its annual Spring Concert May 4 at
6 p.m. in Cramton Auditorium.
This year's program marks the first
memorial concert in tribute to the lat
Dr. Warner Lawson, the frrst dean o
the Howard College of Fine Arts and
long-time director of the choir.
The JOO-voice choir will be joined
by the Washington International
Chorale and Howard alumni, accompanied by orchestra, to perform Verdi's Requiem . Preceding the requie
the orchestra, with Marvin Mills a
organ soloist will present Poulenc'
Organ Concerto.

Conducted by Dr. J. Weldon Nor
ris, professor of music and assistant
dean of the Fine Arts College, th
choir has performed at such notabl
music halls as the Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts and Carnegie
Hall, as well as at the White House
and abroad .
Its alumni include such standouts
as the late Donnie Hathaway and internationally acclaimed opera singer,
Jessye Norman as well as Roberta

Flack.
Established in 1874, seven years
after the founding of Howard
University, the choir this past October released a hit album, ''Hallelujah Handel'' on the Arabesque
Recording label, commemoraling the
great Baroque ~ omposer's 300th
birthday.
The department of university
choirs and bands will also present a
twilight graduation concert, hosted
by Howard President James E .
Cheek and Mrs. Cheek, May 8 at
7:15 p.m . on the Blackburn Center
· terrace overlooking the University's
main quadrangle .
Both concerts are open to th
public. Free tickets are available fo
the iMB.y·1 4·iSipring r ConcCftt 1 al i ith
Cramton Audi~orium box offic~. fo
ticket •inforn\fttion, call' 5!36J.!i466 o
636-5090.
i'
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'
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Looking for applicants with experience in human
service work.
•

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Shelly Young, a senior in the College of Liberal Arts, is Howard
University's Co-op student of the
Year .

'

'

This 1s the last in a four part series.
I

t\te Department
"''ashington, D.C. Looking for recent
Applications graduates.
•
vailable in CPP
ffice.)

•

Careers '86 Senior Success Story
Sheila Mitchell

·'

"

Cooperative Education is a program designed to give. s1ude~ts pr~
ressional work experience 1n their

i

area of concentration while they are
in school, according to Gloria Prentiss, assistant director of the campus
CO'lpP program. Prentiss said that coop students earn money to finance
theii education.

''I think Co-op Education is a
great program,'' Young said. ''It
gives students the opponunity to see
if they arc going to enjoy the kind of
work they're preparing for when they
finish school. If you had "asked me

Young, who is an employee of the
Naval Service Weapons center in
White Oak, ~D said that she was the
first Howard student from the college
to work at the center. Since her second semester as a freshman, Young
said she worked part-tim15, during the
school year and f\)11-time in the summer. However, last semester she
worke<l full-time and was not enroll- ·
ed in school.
''Normally, the co-Qp program
takes five years to complete,'' said
Prentiss. ''However, Miss Young is
not the first student I've known to
complete it in four years. It just takes
proper planning."

four years ago what I'd be doing after

college I definitely wouldn't have said
working as a contracts negotiator .
But I enjoy 'my job,. and I plan to
work for a while before going to
graduate school."
Co-op Education is open to both
graduates and undergraduates at
Howard. Prentiss said that because
of this, Howard's program is con·
sidcred more progressive than many
others that are solely for
undergraduates. ''The program is expanding,'' Prentiss said. It is
Two approaches students can pick 16-years-old and the co-op student of
from in the program are: the parallel. the year program is four years old.
program which allows students to attend school full-time while working
20 hours each week~ and the alternate
program which allows students to
alternate work scheClules with school .
Prentiss said students who choose the
latter, pay registration fees and
register for co-op as if it were a
course offered at the university. This
al),9ws them to keep their full-time
student status.
Young was the recipient of this
honor because of her outstanding
academic and job performance, involvement in campus. activities and
because of what the judges called a
''well-rounded, highly motivated coop student who can serve as a role .
model for her peers,'' Prentiss said.
'
Gloria Prentts
Young is a .member of Who's Who
Among American College and
University students, Eta Sigma Phi, ·
The office for Co-op ·Education
the Classics Honor -Society, a recipient of a bronze metal for· outstan- comes under the Vice President for
ding service from the Environmental Academic Affairs, Dr. Michael
Protection Agency (EPA), and the Winston and is located in the North
Faculty Building room 109.
New Jersey Club.
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BUILD A PUTURI
'--ORGANIZE AMERICA
'

lalle ajob lbat:
'

• develops your communication skllls, polltlcal lundralslng abllltles, and elecloral
exP.,rlence;
•

• teaches leadership developrnent;

• gives you the opportunity to altcnd a major polltlcal 9infcrcncc, :;iind work with a
variety of progressive organizations;
• c:;iin develop Into

:1

•

c:arccr in socl:al cl1angc.

Special Note

Fl8'11 loxlc polluters and Big Oil con1pa11les. Flgbl /or beller beallb car·e. IVor·lll
wllb feminist leadt!rsblp. Worlll lo elt!cl progr,,s1lve1. Worlll for cbar1gt!I

NATIONAL
CITIZEN ACTION

~·

WASHINGTON, D.C. (202) 775-0370

,.,, ., ,.m-,_ ,_,,..,.. _,,,,....

MARYLAND CITIZEN ACTION

BALTIMORB (301) 235-5590
SILVER SPRING (301) 585-6800

•

TUT JIMJMllnON •

CENTEI
r :w '9TS IN:I!: -

c.o.y... e,,_.a 'l'tss11ocds

244-1456
4'01 ConneCtiCUt ....... N.W.
w.tllngtOn.

o.c. 2000t

All Interviews for education al'adnalel wU be conducted on
May 1, 1986 at U .D.C.'s School of EducaUon Bkl&· Ra. 51,
located on lltb ud Harvard Streets, NW, Wammaton, D.C.
>'
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APPLICANTS AND PROPOSALS
ARE
NEEDED FOR
,,..
•

HOMECOMING

1986!

•

•

Ile following positions are available:

YOUR CAREER WITH
UNITED AIRLINES
STARTS HERE.

;

Executive Staff

Positi~ns:
'

Vice-Chairman
Secretary
Public Relations Director
Volunteers & Special Projects Coordinator
Operations & Scheduling Manager

•

• Formal Sales TrainTinhg U S
bout
e · ·
• Locations T~rouf Benefits
• Ex~ept1oc:reer Potential
• Lon~ T~~~l Privileges

(

.

. e1· who can demonsti·atc

accomplishments in

work and presen-

~c;~~,:i~e
a~~.::~t~~:t~~~i:;:i;~~~~~~i~~~:~~~~~~
~~~i~~~~
tat ion skills ... i you . d
uld like to discu ss

.'

Program Coordinators:

•

.

leader ... Unite wo
~f-~\s~'J IN SALES ,vi th you

•

Gospel Concert
Variet}· Show
Fashion Show
International Day

Ms. Howard Pageant
Homecoming Parade
Howard Fest
Greek Show

CALL OUR OPPORTUNITY HOTLINE
''

I

or

(312) 952-6623

.

•

I

(312) 952-6622
•

.1

'

Creative Ideas and Proposals for
Homecoming Events are also
welcome
I

10AM to 5PM (CST)
MONDAY-FRIDAY

I

.

. d A. lines Professtona1

se~dC~~~n~cot.o~~;~t:100,i~hic;go, IL 60666.

If unable to call ,
Employme nt, EXOP ',
Eq ual Opportu nity Er11 plo1JC .
•

I

•

•
•

•

Applications may be picked up Friday, April 25
from the Office ofStudent Activities, Room 117
in Blackburn to be returned by 5 p.m. on April 30.
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Up -ro Us

Survey ., , R·e ports That
'

Students Don't Read
has caused students' inlaginations to
become desensitized. T. V. has
Technological advancement has definitely been detrimental to the stumade students more intelligent dent today and has inadvertently afalthough they do not read as much fected my generation. The reading
as their parents did, according to a students do today is ,minimal at best.
survey conducted by a group of The type of reading we did was much
H'o ward Wniv~rsity journalism more interesting. Tjhe students are
students.
definitely more ignorant today." .
In a statement made by Jorge
''The impression that I am getting
Borges, an Argentine writer who from my expefience in teaching, is
visited five colleges in the nation, that st udents are just in college to ac,, Americaq_ cotlese students are ex- quire a degree," according to Protraordinarily ignorant. T.hey read on- fessor Roger Isaacs, of the College of
ly what they must to pass or what the Liberal Arts. ''Only a few students
prOfessors choose. Otherwise, they really want to understand what they
are totally dedicated to television, to are doing,'' he said. ''The Universi- baseball, and football, ''said Borges ty is looked upon as a degree factory
Twelve Howard University where students come to P.>btain
students, faculty, and staff members degrees and go out to make lots Of
were interviewed, and of that 12, four money, ' ' he said.
agreed that students read less, but
Others interviewed totalJ,y
that this did not make them ignorant, disagreed with Borges' statement.
tWo agreed and two disagreed, and
Dr. Batran, Graduate Professor pf
four were more concerned with the History said, '' It is the professor's
students' participation. ·
job to guide the students in what to
Concerns about students' reading read and the way the professor conless were expressed tn many ducts his c.jass will enable more or
statements.
fewer discu~sions. ''
Tracy Weaver said, ''l don't think
Dr. Batran also said, ''When you
students read as much outside present the topic, if you broaden the
material as they should . I began to topic, then more students can con, read books and the newspaper when tribute to the discussion. If the topic
I came to Howard.''
is more confined, then fewer students
A student who preferred to remain will participate.••
unidentified said, ''T.V. is not
However, Jude Obcnwe, a student
detrirrtcntal unless we pass the ·in the School of Engineering said, ''I
negativity of it onto coming genera- don't think it is true, you can get as
tions . Our parents read much more much informa:tion from computers,
than we, and I feel that it's bad and students lc"arn more from pracbecause it narrows our scope. T. V. tical training now than their parents
along with radio has diminished the did,'' said Obcnwe.
level of enthusiasm in reading, but I
''As a result of the technological
do not feel the students arc blatantly developments, students don't read as
ignorant. Students today are much much as their parents did, but that
less involved with reading, due to the does not make them ignorant,'' she
advent of what I will call the image said.
era."
Four faculty members agree that
Professor Enid E. Bogle, of clas's participation is lower than the
Howard's English Department,_said, level they prefer.
I
''There is no way to tell''that student£
Class participation is ''a disap.
nowadays read less. Miss Bogle pointment but not a discourq;cagrecd that students read more 20 ,ment,'' said Dr. RUSRI L. Adams,
years ago but that it ''does not mean chairman of Howard Univenity's
that they were smarter.•••• There has Department of Afro·American
been an information explosion,'' she 1 Studies. ''Discouraaement shows up
said, ''students nowadays are smarter ·. in (the profcsson') wort.'' Students
in other areas."
''tend to do what they are asked to
Terry Williams, a freshman from do'' yct,; very seldom exceed that.''
Houston, Texas said, ''Our parents ''Most do enough to stay out of
Hill1op Staff Repor1
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It's Easy To Qualify
For $400 from FordMotor Company
i

•

•You.must receive at
least a bachelor's degree
or a state RN license
between October 1, 1985
and September 30, 1986 . .

For Pre-approved
' Credit from Ford
/
. · Credit

I
•

• You must have verifi·
able employment that
begins within 120 days
of yotlr qualifying vehicle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordi·
nary living expenses and
your vehiclco payment.

• And don't forget ... you
must receive at least a
bachelor's degree or a
state RN license between
October 1, 1985 a~d Sep·
tember 30, 1986.

These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan

You are eligible for $400
even if you don't finance
your purchase. Use it
toward •your down pay·
ment or get a check from '
Ford after the purchase
or lease.

0

The amount of your pre •
approved credit·is deter·
mined by the qualified
vehicle you buy.

Ford: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang,
Thunderbird
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz,
If a vehicle is not in
Capri, Cougar
.
· dealer stock, it must
Ford Truck: Aerostar,
be ordered by June 1,
Bronco II, Ranger,
1986. Delivery of afl
F-150 & F-250
vehicles must be taken
by August 31, 1986.
<

•

• Your credit reco~ if
•you have one, must indicate payment made as
apeed.

For complete details on
how to get your $400
plus pre-approved credit,
call the toll-fiee number
,.
today.
•

1-800-4574065

had to work harder, bu! we know a academic trouble" while few perform

lot more concerning the computer aae

beyond expectation.•• ··~.:;

and tcchnoloay." "Education is 10- cent to thirty perccntJ"md
ina to proarcss, it's 1oina to be dif· aspects (of a subjec:t) inte1e1•in1
fcrcnt, our values arc diffcrcn_t."
cnouah to ao beyond (cl111 lnforma-

•

Two out of the 12 1nterv1ewcd lion).'' ••Jf professon dew:lop llCaarced with Boracs' statement.
cun1C lcvela or expertatkw d!lin Ibey
A faculty member said, ''My . won't be aurpriled. ''
_ seneratjo~ was ·.mu~h .more v~ Contributing to thb~.a..- K.Jft

ttian the students today. 'We were Olu:h, Eliotal
allowed to rely heavily• on our Im· . Wll/'411fU, Dalrn
aainations. The advent of_tclcvislon - Cllln}'ltf ~
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ntertainment
SMiiltso~AN bRiNGS
Ho.LL ywood To DisTRicT

r

Tha·t·'s
/

West and

Kimberly S. Wright · ·

.

o~her

stars are displayed,

accompanied by the sketches of
Hollywood designers Adrian, Edith

Hilltop ·Starr Repor1er

Until June .JS, movie buffs can

visit Hollywood: legend and Reality

•..

'"' - !'•(' '•- \ 'I.
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Drama Seniors Show Their Stu.ff
'

Visitors can marvel at the surprisingly minuie"King Kdng puppet that
climbed the Empire State,Building in
the 1933 movie, or else admire the
collection of fan magazines, Buster
Keaton's Hobb)'.. Horse and other

Head, and Theoni Aldredge.
Judy Garla~d's ruby slippers an'1!
Ray Bolger's scarecrow costume
from the 1939 classic "The Wizard of Hollywood keepsakes.
The special effects collection of the
Oz," as Well as Valentino's ''Suit of
Light,'' are some of the other vintage final display area is especially in-

at the Museum of American History,
12fh St. and Constitution Ave., N.W.
The exhibit represen~fferent
periods in the American film industry
history, featuring approxi-mately 400 clothings "exhibited.
Throughout the exhibit, video conHollywood relics.
The exh~bit would not be corrl'plete soles and small enclosures resembling
without the small collectio11 of-color movie theatres show film clips of
photos entitled, ''The Black Strug- classics, including Lillian Gish in
Wind •''Al Jolson in ''The Jazz
gles." The segment stresses the ''The
•
limited opportunities Hollywood has Singer," Gene Kelly in ''An
offered Blacks and features noted American in Paris,'' as Well as ex·
fil~s like ''A Soldier's Story," ''Cot- cerpts from Ginger Rogers and Fred
ton Club," and ''Porgy and Bess." Astair films .
Among
the
Hollywood
A large part of the Hollywood ex hibit is photographs with informative memorabilia is an art collection of
captions and classic portraits of paintings, sculptures line drawings,
movie greats like Robeson, Bogart, ·and decoupage of Marilyn Monroe!"
Poster art catches the eye as do vivid
·Crawford, and Gable .
Displays include Boris Karloff's America!\ French and Polish prints
transformation into Frankenstein, a of HollyWMl.d productions .
Other priceless relics included are
RudOlph Valentino love scene, and
the colossal productions of movie the nineteenth century Mutoscope,
one of the first forms of the motion
mogul Cecil B. DeMille.
Costumes are also a highliih1 of picture and the 1910 Pathe camera of
the exhibit. Gowns belonging to Mae D. W. Griffith.

•

teresting, featuring Carlo Rambaldi's
original wax figure of E .T., accompanied by its original design sketch.
There was also a.. miniature of the
character aboard a bicyclo with his
pal, Elliot. This figure was used in a
movie chase scene.
The science fiction section includes

'•
•

the glittering model of the Mothership from the film ''Closti Encounters

of the Third Kind" and the
Millenium Falcon model from ''Star
Wars.'' Other models and items from
the ''Star Wars'' trilogy shown are

C3PO, Yoda, a Rancor puppet, and

..-..,

From riaht • Timothy Murray, Omal GobounN',
Gotcha'.
-.at
·
-

•

~tl;ll Wri&ltl, I• a drti. .tk portion of

Allen

B•<>wo/Hitltop Stiff

Photoarti~
•

an Ewok costume·. Des.ign sketches
also accompanied many .of these
works.
The most fascinating spectacle was
the life-like rotating head of the
demon-possessed Regan,·. played by
Linda Blair in ''The Exorcist."
The most outstanding tune by far ~
is ''The Heat Of Heat," which is
vaguely reminiscent of the dayS when· she worked with Quincy Jones. Surprisingly, mosv,of ''Gettin' Away
With Murden'' contains · upbeat
tracks.

-

I

This is not the LP for slow tunes,
which was really my biggest regret.
There are only two slow tracks on this
album, one of which is a tune that
lovers should appreciate - ''Summer
Is The Co ldest Time of Year . "

.......................
MUSIC
J

Al~

~·····················
· Lovers cannot ignore lines such as: ·

Gettin'

Aw~y

With Murder

Carla N. Gardner
·-

Hilltop Staff Report-at-.... r

',

A"'ay With Murder. This time,
~ hO \\"CVCr,

I refer to her as ' 'Q uincy girl''
because she has worked so closely
with Quincy Jones in the past to bring
us some of the lovliest songs ever .

she is nor:worlring as cloaiely
with Quincy. In.stead , she has teamed up with The Secret (a.k.a. Jimmy
Jan1 , Terry Lewis, and Monte Moir)
to create a sound that is a little off
cen1er, but at the same 1ime is entertaining in its varie~ ·

The title track, ''Gettin' Away
With Murder'' is a bold and upbeat
Her name is Patti Austin and she tune about a man in one relationship
is back again with her most recent LP with anothe'r oa the side; ho\vever. it
by Qwest Records entitled Gett in ' is ~ot the ear catcher I hoped ii 10 be.

''Summer comes along in June and
melts away a winter's love . Summer
is the coldest 1ime of the year even
!hough it warms up our body. The
heat seems to chill our heart. Summer is so cold ... especially this year .
The message is all too clear.
Pa1ti's album credits raised an
eyebrow . Besides working wi1h The
Secret, she also had the privilege
(mutually, that is) of working with
Billy Joel, Chaka Khan, Jeff Lorber
and Luther Vandross.
On the whole, Gettin' Away With
Murder is rather enjoyable. The
sound of The Secret is also more evident now after having heard their
work on Janet·Jackson's Contra/LP.
Patti Aust,in is a beautiful and
talented wonlan. She's worked hard
and it shows.

•

lkowll/Hilllop Stiff Photoar_aphtt

In Three Foller1 A11gels,pavid Paul (standing) and Eddie Knigh1 fighting in a scene .

f
ChriSlopher Powell
Hilltop Staff Rt'porter

''Echoes, Realities and Dreams,''
a free seminar program presented by
the seniors of lhe Department of
Drama , in 't he College of Fine Arts
is playing in the Experimentai

Theatre Space in the -Fine Arts
building tonighi and tomorrow at 7
p.m .
~

Zoo Story, written by Edward
Albee and directed by Michelle Chapman, plays tonight along with Black
Lot1e Song I, by Val Ferdinand and

l•

•••1 \

directed -Adri3.n Vince_pt .lameo:: .
1·omorrow night isThree Falte
11
Angels, written by Gus Edwards and
~irected by Shari ClementS; Wandering, by Lanford Wilson and directed
by Kevin K.W. Overbyey; andGot·
c~a. written by Barry__l:_(eefe and
directed
SamueT M.-rones~ ·--.-,

•

'

by.

'

'

J

•

' Blue City:'Glimmer of Promise'
Carla N. Gardner

Upon his arrival in the small ,
Hilltop Staff R~porter
coastal town , he provokes a barroom
brawl, !hen finds himself keeping
company with a bunk in the city jail.
Every year major motion picture
He is informed by police the next
companies wheel and deal to prepare morning that his fa1her, Blue City's
their summer audiences for what 1hey
mayor, has been murdered only nine
consider the sizzling hot films for the
earlier, and that the case has
season. However, this sumn1er may months
never been · solved.
very well prove to be a lukewarm
In a rown now rife ~· ith corrupone, even with the release of Prince's
tion , Billy soon realizes that no one
film. Under the Cherry Moon.
seems to care about solving his
father' s
murder.
Yet another tilm that seems ro have
Notes Michelle Manning , the
a glimmer of promise is Paramount
Pictures' ''Blue City'' starring Judd film's director, ''Billy left town a
boy, perceiving his surroundings and
Nelson, David Caruso, Paul Win- 'the people he once knew in a mythic
field, and Ally Sheedy.
In this film, twenty-two-year-old way . When he returns , he is forced
let go of those illusions and see
Billy Turner (Juddflelson}. a pro- to
things very differently .
digal son, has re1urned to his
hometown of Blue City, Florida to
When Par?-mount production .exseek a reconciliation with his father ecutives were shown an early piint of
after a five-year hiatus.
''The Breadfast Club,'' they were im-

pressed wi1h Judd Nelson's volatile,
passionate pefrtrayal of punk John
Bender and agreed with the filmakers
thar Nelson Would be an excellent
choice to play Billy Tu'r ner in ''Blue
City." Nelson himself has much to
say about the film: ''It's about family
and what it is that constitutes a fami~
ly and what constitutes the
breakdown of a family. And once a
fami ly s broken down, can you build
it back up again? His assessment of
life in relationship to ''Blue City'' is
simple: ''You can push people
around for a long time and think
you're not going to have to pay for
it, but ultimately you get what you
bargained for." Whether or not
''B lue City'' lives up to its promise?
I can't tell you. However, if you
don't see it for the entertainment,
you bshould atleast see it for its invaluable leson. No one's ~ve too old
to learn.

Entertainment
Christopher Powell
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Dreamgirls, the Broadway smash
hit musical, is now playing at the National Theatre, 1321 Pensylvania
Ave. NW, through June 7. Tickets
are available at half price for
.stude.nts, who must present student
l.D. in order to obtain a half-price
voucher.
The weil-k nown upbeat saga
centers around the rise and fall of a

hit female singing group during the
late

60~s

and early 70's. Jennifer

Holliday became famous for her per·
formance in the orginal Broadway
cast as Effie, the heavy-set lead singer
who is thrown out the group because
· her ''Blackne5;$'' wouldn't cross over.
For more info, call SS4-l900

HotM/kado, the swingtime version of
the Gilbert .a nd Sullivan operetta, is

playina at the Ford's Theatre, 511
10th St .NW, through June I. The
production features an interracial
_cast and Centen around the zany plot-

tinp of Ti· Ti Pu the Lord High Ex-

ecutioner of a t'ictional town in
Japan. For tnore information, call

347-4833.

Cleveland, Saturday April 26, 1986
at 7 p.m. The event will take place at
Cramton Auditorium. Tickets are $8

The Youth for Christ Fellowship . in adVance, $10 on the day of the
mass choir presents, James concert.

·\
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Wood's Heart
Shows On. Court

H.U. Net Results
Good In MEAC

••

Joaquin H. Williams
Hilltop Staff

The first match played by Wood in

Darlene Ellis '
Hilltop S1aff Reporter

college was a mixed doubles in a
scrimmage against Morgan. This

Larry Strickland, coach of the
womet;1'..s Tennis Team states that Jill
\Vood, sophomore majoring in Ac·
coun1ing., ''lias the most heart of
anyone on the team."
It takes heart and much more not
to be discourged as a freshman, after
finding out there was no women's
team at Howard. Wood took on the
challenge and became a member of
the men's Tennis Team, which was at
the time losing players because of
academics. \Vood joined another
female player, senior Annette
Da\\'son.
\Vood started playing in the
seventh grade after years of watching
her father and hitting against the

match was won by Howard and
marked the beginning of a new ex·
pcrience for Wood. ''It helped my
game so much, I noticed a huge im·
provement, and I got a lot stronger,"
Wood said. At the Mid.Eastern
Atlantic Conference, Wood was
scheduled to play third doubles but
got sick on the trip and was unable
to play.

•

a

boards as he played. Wood played
te 11nis for her high school for four
years, and she says she never thought
of playing in college but, ''I wanted
to do it just to do something, to get
i11volved.

Freshman Bob Bryant won the
singles in the second flight and the
Howard lennis team took second
Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC)
Tennis Tournament in Orangebu~.

s.c.

,
Oo09v 1n ~lark<IH illtop Sl aff Ph01<>1r-apht•

•

Biso .n Notes

fund.

The Howard University Depart·
ment of Intercollegiate AthletiCs held
its 198.5·86 All Sports Banquet on

Tuesday, April .22, in the Blackburn
Ballroom. Students were awarded
trophies arfd plaques for their

outstanding achievement in athletics

during the 1985-86 school year.
The banquet was attended by
athletic department personnel, school
administrators, family members and
friends.

_

· Students who received most
valuable player awards are: Annette
Dawson, women's tennis; Shawn
Bowen, men's tennis; Darlene Beale,
women's basketball; Robert Mell·
waine, men's basketball; Brenda Baily women's track; Donald Battle,
m~n's track; Kristina McColllim,
volleyball; George Foster, Jr., wres~I ·
ing; Windell Thomas, soccor; David
\\1hite, baseball; Tracey Freeland,
swimming; and William Dores,
football. Korn Da... wn
After finishing third and fourth
place in the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference
Championships
respecitvely, the men and women's
track teams are looking forward to
the Penn Relays this weekend at the
University of Pennsylvania in

Philadelphia.
Coach William Moultrie expects
the women to do well in many events.
Latrese Todd will run in the 400 In·
termediate Hurdles,- and the team of
Tisa Robinson, Janice Kelly, and

~omer

Erik Ne.l son's two-run
in
the ' fifth inning helped Howard 10
defeat the Hawks of the University of
Maryland Eastern Shore 7.5 in the
first game for a double·header last
Saturday at Banneker Field .
Righthander, Kevin Brown went the
distance, improving his record to 2-2.
Howard crushed U~1ES in the second
game . Left . hander, Corsie Hall up·
ped
his . record
to
4· I.
011 Sunday, April 20, the Bison
dropped a doubleheader to James
Madison at Harrisonburg, Va .
Howards's record is now 21·14· 1.

.

e

-

They will face the Hornets or
Delaware State (15-13) for their last
home game al Banneker Field today
at 2 p.m. David While is expected to
be on the mound for Howard.
The Howard Football Team will
p lay· 1helt Ai't'rl.Ua'l'lJfUe ~i'i'CI ' Wl1itc
Intra-Squad Scrimn1age on Saturday

April 26, from 8:30 a.m. to 10:30
a.m . at Banneker field.

Bisonettes Served
Second Place In
Tournament
'

Darlene Ellis ·,
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The women's tennis team finished
second to South Carolina State at the
Mid . Eastern Athletic Conference
Tournament (MEAC) last Weekend
in Orangeburg, S.C.
The Bisonettes made it to six of the
nine finals (four singles and two
doubles) which were all against South
Carolina . Heidi Linzau won the
· number two flight (3-6,6·2,and ~
, improving her record to 1-4.
Although this is the only match
that was won in the fina ls, the
Bisonettes accumulated enough
points to capture S_tcond p lace.
·'I played weli~ I h·ad lo p1aY very
· Cd6Si'sfentfy1t6·Wir\ ;'' sa:i'd Ltti.zau. 1••1 ~
felt good after loosing and loosing,
to finally beat someone that was
good.

said

Coach

Larry

''I was very pleased with the play
of the girls all the way through the
match. I think th~y can be proud of
themselves. We w~ll be stronger next
Y.e ar becau,se we wtl! have more pract1ce, r71cru~tme!1t will strengthen our
team . said L1nza1,1..

CEDRI<;: FAILS

I'll miss you oVCr the summer though
we did not see each other that fre·
quently ovet the past two semesters.
I hope we can still Federal Express
our lelters to each other (corporate
benefits). If I haven't told you, I'f11
extremely proud of you .
Naomi

To Carol Winn:
You continUed to steer the ship
although
rocks popped up
everywhere. Thi!nks for keeping us
movin'.
The Hilltop

Ph.D.

Rodney & Garcia,
I
Thanks for another semester of food
and frollic.
"'

Come party with the sweet soulful of

Hard to Hold,
I wish you a very pleasant summer,
and I hope you will not forget about
me. Are you mad with me?
Sexy Eyes
•

ladies because of you all the nights in
Freedmans, the 4:00 am pancakes,
and the GOSSIP made the year a lit·
tie mor:e bearable. Thanks, Slowe

To Tammy ''Philly Girl'' McCutchen
Baby let me take.. you to that next
phase, that place where angels are
caught up in the azure haze. Because
3-227 .
Tammy ~~ng with you, made me
realize I have my heaven right here
Pebbles and Wilma
with me. As the great Bill Wither
it is almost over. Another year has
gone by and it looks like we made it. once said, 'Use me unit! you use me
No more trifling people to worry up.' Because Tammy, you make me
feel brand new.
.
about ever again. But, her, we all Love You Baby, Hollywood
make mistakes. I just wanted to tell
•
you both how much you mean to n\e. To Terazia
Williams:
You mean this much:
l 'm leaving you some boodie baby!!
I'll love you always, Bay Area Kid

,

f erence,''
Strickland.

Let 's SET IT OFF!!!
Stacy
Richardson,
Scandalology

DALOUS CREW: It's been real

•

prepared for it (MEAC). our
schedule defitrttely made a dif·

3-A-86 \Vong,

Rona B.. flybetty, r 1 ~· zcic.! ~ , Sybil,
and <1.l: the rest of the SCAN·

-.

Only four other women's "teams
participated in the tournament, and
the Bisonettes were ranked last in the
conference because of their record
(0·4). ''I think we were i;>.retty

D.J .

BIP

'

''It w8s a lot of pressure playing in
front of all those people. It should be ..
held at a neutral site, it puts you at
a disadvantage,'' said Linzau.

Have a fun summer!
Love Always, Dr. Richardson

Let's trade your colt and my
charger for a ne'v GM model
The' Navy Team will be on campus at
the Blackburn Student Center on
May 1st 1986, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

"

'

HILLTO~ICS ...

NAVY OFFICER A
CAREER OPTION. • •
.'

According to Coach Larry
Strickland the crowd response af· The doubles winners were Whitley, 1
and Willis. ·•
fected the team's concentration and Lee, and Bowen,
.
th'raugtJout the tournament, and it
showed when senior Kent Whitley ,
''The team 1s getting a better
made obscene jestures toward the understanding of what they have to
crowd, which r<:sulted in the MEAC do in order to win'' said Strickland.
Commissioner defaulting the number
Loyola of Baltimore and the
one singles match which was tied 6-6. University of The District of Colmbia
''l was pleased with our perfor· (UDC) were victims of the Bison's
mance," said Strickland.
aggressive play. They all lost to
He was also happy at the way Bob HoWard by a score of 8·1 .
The Bison's record is now 7-8.
Bryant played. ''Bob has the
strongest game right now and I expect They have two matches remaining in
big things from him in the coming the seson against Georgetown and
Delaware State. Coach Strickland
years," Strickland said.
Since April 9, the Bisons have been feels there is definitely a good chance
3· I, losing to their nemisis Goeorge for the team to have a winning
Washington 7·2. Haywood Willis record. '' If we continue our ag·
won the singles and then teamed up Aessive play and remember what has
with Major to win the doubles when to be done We should end the year
the
Colonials
forfeited. with a 9-8 record!'

.

Next year• Howard hopes to of"f"er
Jill " 'ood likes the challen e~ 1h11 fice her on the 1ennls courts.
scholarships to women on the team~~~~~~-~-~~~~~---------------~
and perspective members . Wood ex· · Dr. Carolyn Pa}10n, dean of Cindy Ford will run in the 4x800's.
pccts the scholarship offer to ~'bring Counseling and Career Development, The 4x400 team of Connie Hit·
in stronger players and build up received an award for her superlative chcock, Robinson, Ford, and Kelly
Howard's women's team~· I hope I'm service to the athletic program. which set a new MEAC Tournament
included·," she said
Payton is noted for help she provides record of 3:3·7.6.5, will also
many athletes in the tutorial support participate.
program.
Coach Moultrie said the men's
MCI
Telecommunications sprint medley of Curtis Chappel, Neil
representatives presented a special Madison, Jerold Concil. and Donald
award to Howard running back Cur· Battle should be highly competitive.
tis Chappell for his long distance run· Pag~ett Spencer, Council, Madison,
ning, and scoring in football. and,Chappel will run in the 4xl~'s,
McDonald's Inc. also donated money 4x800's, and the 400 Intern;i.ed1ate
to Howard's general scholarship Hurdles.

t"on1,ard Robtt1 Mcllwalae receives mOst \lalu1ble Pl1ycr 1w1rd from baskrtball Co1rh
A.H. Williamson at lhe 1985-36 sport banquet.

For the second time this season,
Howard crushed the Trojans of
Virginia Union · 7.2 on Saturday,
April 12. Bryant, Lee, Willis, Bowen,
and Major were all singles winners.

overall last weekend at th> Mid-

Last semester Wood did not play
because her grades dropped after the
spring season. Wood attributes this
drop in grades to a heavy course load
and poor time management.

All~n-Srow'lll ll olhop

''I think inexperience lost it for us.
All the matches were well played and
some of the matches could have gone
either wa-y ,'' Strickland added.

R~por1er

THE
MAN
GOLDEN----!

WITH

THE
.

Alpha Chapter Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc. at the ultimate party
sensation. THE FINAL CHAPTER.

\\/here-St. Augustine's Church 15th
and V streets, NW. When.Friday,

April 25. Time-10:30 pm to 3:00 am.
Price.$3.00, $2.00 Greeks with
paraphernalia.
To Yelang Smith:
Yo baby did we kick it out or what?
Its over ... . for awhile anyway. Looking forward to that cross country run
in a few weeks. How should we
travel? Porsche, BMW, Ferrari, .. . no .. I've got it we'll take the
Lamborghini and be there in less than
3 days traveling a warp speed! Do
you have a helmet? Beam me up
Scotty, I feel a climax
Always, Paul Vessels
Thanks to all of those who have

helped me make it through these horrid, wretched years at Howard.
Ms .' Misery
\

.

To Melodye Roberts,
Get a grip ... and try not to miss me
too much next year.
( Love, Your Sister Gail
Hurry up Babes...
I'll be glad when Ruby's visit is over.
Bucko
•

Keli,

.

..

My Special Sorer and friendll We.
have been through so much silJC" our

first meeting in the punch out.

--

-

----·-----

!lA!-!.E

A~~r~.~.-.------------------

Naval Officers are Leaders in many fields,
including those in · the adjacent list.
Choose one (or.more) that appeal to you,
a~d we'll tell you more about it.
Whatever your personal road to •uccess, you'll
get there faster ..• as a Naval Officer.

Ci t y
Phone
College

State
Ha.Jor

' DOB

Zip
---GPA_ _ __

-

I A.!'1 INl'ERESTED IN OBTAINING MOP.E
ISFO?Jo:ATION ON:

For more information call 800-492-0707 MD
Or 800-638-0730 VA,DC.,.CE,WVA or clip and
DNaval Pi~ot
L1Nuclear Power
send to: Navy Officer Programs (ATTN:Leads)DNaval Fll.9ht Off~cer ..DEn9ineering Officer
6525 Belcrest Road Suit.e )01 Hyattsville C'lntelli9ence Officer ..CNaval La ...yer
Maryland 20782-20Bi.
!
.
DSurface 1"arfare ?fficerOCivil Engineer
asupply corps Officer
ONaval Medical Corps
Aviat · on Haint. OfticeIONurs

I

1

•

'

I

•

(smile). Scandal and more sc•Mal.
But we have had a lot of good timn.
and we will continue to have them.
You will always be my confidantell
Love you, Shield

-

Paula,
I'm so happy that we have become
$UCh good friends. Two attit•tda

don't usually work so weU toplber
(smile). I think we set aJona b1~rzs:
we are so much alike and weund11s. /
tand one another. Always ren zn•ba
that I'm·here if you n:ed me.
Love you, Sonya.

j

-

r

'

•

•

ne HBhop/April 25, 1916
Chicago Club would like to honor
and thank Verda Foster, LaShaun
Hatchett, Georgette Greenlee,
Preston Flemming, Sharon Mcintosh, and the fantabulous three:
Hollywood, Steve, and LeVOyd.

Hilltopics .

Hi Baby!
Remember last summer when we
discussed that this year would really
test us? Baby, we made it throuah
everything! I know our love will last.
I LOVE YOU!
•
MEAT

Kyra H! ,
I thought we were an item but I think
you have someone knew! I don't
know what to do! I guess I'll just
keep waiting. My whereabouts arc .
lost somewhere with you.
Love always, Consort ...

Poster Child
There have been times in our friendship when l 've doubted my own
potential, but you've always been
there to see through my self doubt to
see self assurity. Now the tables are
turned, and I want you to know you
arc truly MAAARVELOUS in every
aspect of the word.
love Jerry's Kid (No Longer in
Doubt)
·

Stanley and Brent,
Since "e ~ nev.er formally con-·
aratulated you: Congratulations!
Cheryl, Kim, Jhertaunc

Cousin Kcfus, Lockett Baby, and
Bonita,
Ernie
Thanks for being a friciid~ especially P.P. (No longer Ms. Priss)
What will J do without the three of
when I was (and still am!) talking How did I put up with you for a · Hi Kenny HI
yriu next year? Wenie won't be
The Mann!
your ear off about you know who. whole semester?! I must be cr8Z)· too! Guess who? I'd just like to say thanks Thanks for everything. Its been a
around to kid me about braking the
Have a Live summer! I'm gonna miss You're a terrific person! Niggers and for all you've done for me in my short while but I consider you a good
typewriter. Kcfus, Who will I ha•e to
•
ya!
flies, I'll never know why 'til the day mordents of pavcrty, hunger and just friend. Best of luck and see ya!
sit in corners and ana)~ and talk
•
Lisa
about people with? Lockett, cvcm
I die!
a tad of bit of despair. You've been Your Sunday morning appointment Lewis:
Love, D.S.
real, 'preciate it.
We Have Made It!!! What •can I though I was deathly afraid of you
GLin the beginning I will miss you the
Lynn, Happy Birthday!!! Enjoy your · From the one who bugs you baby
Thank You to everyone who made say?! Funny how time flies ..... . ·
l'm glad I have you in my life.
most . After all now there will be no
the Annual SBPA Spring picnic a Love . you, Butter
day . I know you will.
--'-~~~-~-~,-----LC
one to discuss Yul's trifling self with.
Cynthia
Florida Goodness,
success. This goes especially to Cyn(ha ha). see· J think you should just
I told you several times that thia Spooner, Ben Smalls, Dale 2-A-86 (Pumpkin):
To the True Capricorn Experience -Bearly, We've shared many good ''l.O.U.'' (Remember?) Thanks for Masm, Forrest Wade, and the other I'm glad many of yqur dreams have stay here for at least two more years,
Isn't is funny how when two times together. I hope the good.times your help in my times of people and the executive council who been realized but have to get used to until I graduate. But if you can't do
outspokens have to face up to talk are· not just in the past, but in the ''crisis'' .. you give the South a good helped .
being ''one of many''. I'm not sure that I guess I'll understand as Iona as
things out no-one utters a word?
futore as well. Give me a call
what else to say- I'll always be here you keep in touch. Love ya, IBM.
THE TREASURER
name!!!
Signed, Your truly common UCE
when you need me.
Garmld .
From Georgia Peach
BENJAMIN HUNTER,
-~~~-------- • I wish the best of luck to my friend T.T~.O.D. 20-A-85
Have you been drafted by the
.- To Lee Lee, K.K. D.D. Shay Shay, · Omelet Maker
Kathy Earles:
and study buddy and late night caller
''Lakers'' yet? Let me know. Have
Monique I Natalie, C .C., Monique2, I MISS YOU---YET I UNDERS- I'm sad to see you go. But, 1 am glad Sheila Weeks ... Thanks for Financing DWB
Sabrina, Lecky,Felicia 86' etc.
TAND WHY YOU'VE BEEN to have been one of the privileged the Risk and policy! Good luck, T. Yes, it's over! What am I going to do a great summer! I Love You!!!
For those of you1all that I met this GONE . I HOPE THINGS CAN BE ones that had a chance to know you. Grant
Jeri
without you? I love you dearly! Now
year,
I'm - glad
I
was DIFFERENT NOW. LOOKING Keep the faith and remember that
wC Can go to Houston's and El Torito
pr4vcleged enough to meet such pro- FORWARD TO GREEN PEP- everything that happens has a pur- Its been a good year! Thanks SBPA to celebrate! Your one ·a nd only, best . Ally-Al M. CONGRATULAgressive positive beautiful true PERS, ONIONS, AND YOU.
pose and was meant to be. I LOVE - Student Council executive staff and dearest friend ·~My Morna's TIONS!!! You've finally made it .
I'm glad that we've become such
friends: Now, for those of you all
YOU! Shay-nee
Doug, Grant, Allison! Its been Name is Silly''
that
I
already
knew Felicia&Pam
good friends. Let's keep in touch and
eventful!
,
may we all continue to grow. and I love you and I'll miss you two. Keep Anthony Grant:
Tony Grant, THE KEEPER OF I would like to thank all of my friends C .P . thanks little sis for ev~n~
Congratulations!!
I
wo•Jldn't
have
become better friends, you all will be in touch
and acquaintances for making my ' LOVE YA BOTH!!!
/
--THE CASH
believed it had I not really known for
missed over the summer! !
four years at Howard enjoyable, ex-. ·
Diamond
Best Wishes ''Fly Girl''
myself. They actually let people like Keisha ''Marie''.
Friends Always Almeater
citing and at times SCANDELOUS! To Spoonie C, Inez, Stacy Kim, Lili
you
get
a
degree.
'"1"hoops!
!
!
I
better
MMe
Congratulations on a job well done! Thanks again and please keep in and the guiest Regime (M,0,D,A,P ,)
not
speak
to
soon.
Gooct
Luck!!
Kim Clayborn
Is it a crime, that I still want you? My
If you had done your homework touch. This is my way to show ap- You All are so very outstanding and
Make
lots
of
money
so
that
I
can
tell
HappYf 19th Birthday!!! It seems as prince and insatiable lover you must
Thanks
again, · wonderful th~t sp.Jce will not allow
more often-oh,.never mind! Looking pr,eciation ~
1
people,
'
1
know
him
when
..
.
"
:i . if youfre 'becoming a young lady
keep up the struggle, wtiile we are
forward to the summer-''Yakity- J, P ,B,G ,K,A,D,S,L, W, T ,C,R,E, for the praise you all deserve. Thank
now. STOP THE MADNESS!!! apart, in the spirit of what we both Lovingly yours, I am Shana L. Ervin. yack, yack, yack, and I . . ,'' said Mrs . H,N,VI And, everyone in my second you so much for your support and
Tomorrow is your day and it will be desire. And soon the victory will be
home, Slowe Hall .
friendship. LOVE Ya, LOVE YA
Canfield .
special.
T . Grant
LOVE YA!
for the both of us , back together TO CANDICE WILSON:
Love ya, Angela Marie
AS
I
AM
A
GRADUATING
Kim, Jeri, & Natalie
again .
Donna J .
SENIOR,
I
BESTOW
UPON
YOU
Felicia.
Greetings Sands:
THE RESPONSIBILITY TO BE AS J . Flash's 20 Bloody Pearls of 2 To my suite (sweet)' mates :
To Doug, Burl, Tony, Chris
Girls it"s been fun, thanks for being J.B., L.B., J.H., J.H., H.L., B.N.,
You guys are true friends and I'm go- To all my ''real'' friends I'll leave FLY AS I WAS ON THE YARD. Trick .
ing to miss you dearly!! good luck in here in the strugg!C for knowledge CAN YOU UPHOLD THE From: ''Wong''··The China Dog and there always .. . Dar, I leave you my C.N., B.R., T.R., C.S.: Let's forgive
pearls
cause
''You're
the and forget and start fresh at the
the future and keep in touch .
success and remember, I'll always be LEGACY? ... THAT MEANS HAIR ''Agent 86, Maxwell Smart''
women''(snap). Denise, you get all beginning of August.
Love Always Kim
with you in spirit and with a loving APPOINTMENTS WITH JAAMIA
my broc'hes vecause you ''totally' '
hean . Jo, Kay Dee, R,pni, Lisa, Mo3, ON FRIDAYS.
What's up Shortman? From: Wong dese~ve t'heIP . Lisa B., you get my C .R .
LOVE LANG
Kevin Odem
Al , Lili , Mishka, Brent, Dill, Deith,
and Maxwell
voice cause you were ''wrong'' for Hazel Eyes at Southeastern,
•
Thanks so much for the many things Big John, Jan J .
making
fun
of
it
.
Seriously,
I'm
gonTO BERNARD NUNES:
You thought I forgot. I also
you have done for us. You will Felici a
Greetings most noble L9rd and na miss you all so much.
AS YOU LEAVE THE IL - Master, J. Flash, Controller of the
•
remembered our third annivetsary
always ~our special ''Omega Man ."
Love,
''Fresh''
OF Hell, rebel leader of the Contras, you
yesterday. Surprise forthcoming. I
WE LOVE YOU!!!
Roni Dukes, Lisa Lisa, and Dr.J .: 1 LUSTRIOUS . SCHOOL
never thought one party could have
OMEGA PSI PHI SWEETHEART hope you ,will remember that a BUSINESS, AND ENTER WALL delivered us from the evil ... we all
To
Johnny
C:
STREET,
DON'T
LET
'TYPE
A'
COURT 1985-86 B.K.A . ' Kev' s syllabus is a binding contract , and
know the rest .. •Wong an~ Maxwell I've been watching you . . .l'm so close such an ·after effect. l'hanx so much
Krew '
for teaching me how to respect the
that Grape Head is zooming you PERSONALITIES GET YOU
yet so far!!!
Power of Love. I'll miss you and will
know who!!! I hope our friendship DOWN. MAKE THE MONEY, To that beautiful girl in my accoun- Hilltop
be the only Howardite anxiously
To Al T. I'm glad we got a chance will continue to grow even though I AND COME SPEND IT IN THE ting class, The eyes of Omega are
LAND OF "LA LA" . CON- upon you.
to meet. May our friendship.continue won't. be here . I LOVE YOU!!!
awaiting next semester.
To
f\.IY
tennis
star
(again),
GRATULATIONS 1718 \1.
to grow. Have a very nice summer P ~1 n E. B.
Jc t'aimerai toujours, Sweet
When
iit
comes
to
you,
I
have
been
and think about me sometimes.
Chocolate.
_,,.
Oh!
I
Veroni
ca,
Veronica
.
Oh!
ERIN & LISA:
a PRISONER of my own desire for
From One Al to Another
IO-Xi -85:
Veronica
girl!
Please believe me when 1 say that I
three years . That's o .k. not alot of To Altered Stat.. 12-Xi-85
A friend is one to whom one may
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE pour out all the contents of one's HAVE NOT forgotten about you . Hey An·dre-aaa .. . Que pasa K . people have questioned it -I LOOK You think i've forgotten but you are
OMEGA PSI PHI SWEETHEART heart , chaff and grain together know· CONGRATULATIONS!!! is all I Smmith? From: ''The Grasshopper'' GOOD IN STRIPES!!!
wrong becuase you will be paid in
have
to
give
right
now
.
Look
forward
Uncensored
and
unashamed,
THE
COU,RT 1985 -86 . We've been ing that the gentlest of hands will take
full. I'll se~ to that. .
to
more
in
the
near
future!!
SPECTATOR.
through a lot , but we stuck together an.d sift it, keep what is worth keepSomeone waiting to see you fall from
2 Kelly of St. Valentine's ,Day,
Shane
and m·a de it. Today has finally arriv- ing and with a- breath of kindness
your self-righteous pedastaI ·
Yours is a beauty so fine and so rare, TO MAN OF DISTINCTION:
ed. LET'S MAKE IT OUR DAY!!! blow the rest away .
From yo1..1r eyes, 2 your voice , 2-)lOur Congratulations on the acquisition of
To Alli}On R. Miller:
Kim, Jeri, & Natalie
Mr. D.K.R.
P .E .B.
Congratulations!!! Four LONG , long nowing hair.
yet another set of Greek letters. May The, distance has been unavoidable
Although
N
the
past
it
hasn't
~one
HARD yars of HARD \VORK!!! I
your days in NU MU l!SI be long and but the tiifleJ is finally ~proaching
Dear Yvette,
your
way,
.
happy!
I am truly glad we met . Retnertlb'e r To: PAUL ·VESSELS, SONYA am · very happy · for · you . • You've Give me a chance; wel\ what do you
foi Us--t·o :berome oiie onCe-8iiiiin. I
definitely
left
your
mark
here
at
..
Love,
DSP-IP-161
·•
LOCKETT,
TERRY
ANDERSON,
the Tequilla Gallo, the party and rm .
love yo'U m6~e than wor8s can say!!!
say?
HOWARD
.
Good
Luck
in
all
of
(
536. You are a good friend, we're REGGIE SCOTT, YEALANG
Wilma
'
Love, Your Scales of Affection
your
future
endeavors.
I
Love
You!!!
L . Bernard Price
SMITH, DERECK CALHOUN,
both crazy.
Shenae
The dinner was great and the converSONY A SHIELDS, SHELBY
Love you Paranoid Po ll y
To Angel, Dawn, Dee·Dee, Freddie, sation fantastic . Hope we can do it S.J .L.
SMITH, ALLY MILLER, BERTo a very special friend that I will truTriphanie, and all my In-Laws ;
again
soon!
·
NARD
NUNES
,
AND
DAROLD
TO
MY
HOMEY,
TWIN
SISTER
gerG swehttaM 1 etah uoy .
ly miss. Thanks for the memories and
Thanks for being the best damn fami- Fuzzy Navel Fiend ,
BE. FOUNTAIN: CONGRATULA- BUF:
the special times. Much success in the
• morf nerak T.
ly a father could have. See ya next
TIONS FOR NOT BEING ON THE I HEARD THAT YOU HAVE NO year; I love you all!!
future. Stay in touch. Your Loving
TO SHELBY FRESH:
.
10
YEAR
"PROGRAM".
YOU
WORDS FOR ME, I JUST WANT DaddyT.
•
P.P.
Homeboy .
~
SO
WE
ALMOST
HA
VE
OUR
,
TO LET YOU KNOW THAT I
Thanks for making this s emester ARE WALKING IN MAY!!!
B.A.'S. I'M EXCITED AND ALL,
WAS WRONG . EVERYONE
Aaaaaaaah! What would 1 have got BUT MORE SO ABOUT OUR To Sherilyn alias Jeep-jeep:
To C.C.
MAKES MISTAKES IN LIFE Happy 21st Birthday! Now you're a FUTURE J.b.'S I'LL SEE YOU IN Our friendship was not just the pleaten in State, if it weren't for our long To Chip B
study session. Thanks for the Saturday night was fun, but WHICH THEY CAN'T DO REAL woman like us!!!
COU RT . ... SOON TO BE PART- sant conversation, the warm hugs,
•
''Tulips'' Stay away from the Tequila remember the summer has just ANYTHING TO RESOLVE . Love always, Lee-Lee, Shay-Shay.
nor the friendly laughs; but, it 'g rew
NER. CONGRATULATIONS!
and Welchs.
into the trust and belief we have in
begun ... Congratulations on your PLEASE LET ME MAKE IT UP
MS. SMITH
TO
YOU
SOMEHOW.
LET'S
DO
Love, D.S.
one another. Most importantly, it
graduation.
·
To My '' girls'' Lan~ & Lace:
LUNCH AND DISCUSS IT -- Thank &'OU for making my last year To: 3 pale women (Mary,, Kelly, and turned into love.
1
TO THE MOST THOROUGH -The Newspaper Girl
DON'T THROW AWAY A very mCmorable . Thanks to you my Stacey)
Your friend not for four years, but
SBPA CREWThanks
for
the
memories,
both
good
BEAUTIFUL
FRIENDSHIP -- new naine is what? ''Fresh'' (Ha ha) .
forever and a day, Eric-Popeye.
Stacy Crawford, Sheila Weeks, & Jonathan,
FORGIVE ME!!!
·
and bad. This year's been really
Let's
see
how
fresh
I'll
be
after
law
Thanks
for
all
your
help.
Debbie Thompson: the greatest gift
great, thanks to 3 great friends. See To my friends in Suite 400: Ms. G.,
TWIN SISTER T
Love
ya,
C
.P
.
school.
For
real,
you
guys
are
the
best
anyone can give is friendship. Thanks
ya' in 3 months!
Emelda, Warie, Monica, Keish'a, and
friends
i11
the
world,
and
Lang
lets
To
City:
for all the good times (and the bad!)
YOur
pale
friend
in
321.
Kim. Life in Bethune would not have
Yo bro, whi is it that I see that bright"' knock .::m' dead in the land of La La .
thanks for the love and support; Ed Sutton
been the: same without you. The best
THANKS FOR BEi G MY I like hanging· around you .
red Bimmer everywhere its no sup- Candece hang in there, your day is To: M .M . (Rockhead)
in life to you .always.
Cassandra
posed to be? Stop bang-n all the coming soon.
FRIENDS!
Thanks for , everything: voll~ball, Love, Pam
Love, Rebecca
ladies and bang the books! I'm leav- { Love, Shelby _
Bentley's Ethiopian food, the fun,
DOEAWSEN
ing my list to you and Hall, your mis- Andrea Perry,
the laughter, the excitement.1You're Felecia, No I didn't forget you. I love
IT'S
BEEN
CREA
T
EXCHANGING
TO
MY
SBPA
GAME
sion is to break ass the backs that I 3 days left until the big ''20''- Have one of a kind, and I'll miss you.
you, too. Thanks for being there for
CRYPTOQUIPS.
GIVE
THE
missed ... do a clean job .. . make Ii Ke a a ·favulous B-day! Thanxs for being Friends always, K.R. (Nuck~ehead) me, and I'll see you May 10, 1986! ! ,_,
ASSISTANTS:
A -"BREAK;
NOT boxer ''stick & move'. I'm sure you
Together we shall always be number WORLD
there for me- you know I'm a mess.
P.E.B.
one, and individually we shall be even EVERYONE CAN BE I\ Sl\MMICH. can handle the job if not I'll come You are truly special to me.
Man Wanted:
TELL GRENDEL I SAID NOT TO down and help out .
greater . .Good Luck!!
Tall, Medium build. Beautiful per- ' Residents of 522 U Street: I'll miss
Luv ya always, Karen
COME
KNOCKING
DOWN
YOUR
Love, Rebecca
Later, MOTORSJ'ORT
sonality, nice feet & toes, clean you guys, too. Please keep in touch.
DOOR UNLESS HE HAS FOLIAGE
fingernails. I am looking for you!
China Dog,
P.E.B.
Cl\RB
IN
Hl\ND
(WITH
TEU-Tl\LE
TO MY SANDS - SPRING LINE '84
•
To Johnny C :
Good friends are hard to find but I
SIGNS
OF
SOAR
ASSISTERS,
OF
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY:
I've been watching you ... I'm so close am lucky that I found you. Our rela- · ll-A-86
Oliver and Montrea: You two are the
COURSE!).
RIP
OUT
THOSE
SITT·
Even though we may no longer be
Had
enough
of
the
QUIET!!!
What
yet so far!!!
tionship is very special and so are
coolest, and I'll always remember the
just a walk or drive away may we CHES AND LEAD THE WAY WITH Hilltop
happened to the STORM???
you Thanxs for being You!!
good
times
and
the
1
forever keep the bond bet;i&een us as A LOUD & THUNDROUS HOOMickey
Think About Who!
laughs ...... Children of this world.
strong as the burning flames of our HAAI ALL THE WAY TO A.C. '86 To MY tennis star (again),
I
P .E.B. ,.
torches . May the lines fdrever con ~ ... Lik1. Y• jusT A biT, C.tsSANClltA
Mr. Redd,
When iit comes to you, I have been Pam Chewncct and bind just as we arc the
a PRISONER of my own desire for , We don't see each other much Well, since this is the last personal i Kim D.:
C.t.pTAiN
MAHhAll
LIFELINE of Alpha Chapter. Good
three yea~s. That's o.k. not alot of linymore but I still love you!! I'll miss just wanted to sayd ''bye'' and have You've.been a really aood friend. Oh,
Luck and forever and always my Evt:RyThiNG you Told llill WAI A lit: Ufit" people have questioned it-I LOOK you baby!
a great summer. I know I will hear yea, you are a fly girl and all fly girl:;
Til
I
bt:lit:Vld
jy.
Yu.II,
I
~T
A
NEW
love!!!
from you.
Karen ··
GOOD llfl STRIPES!!!
must stick together. Remember me
ATTiTUdE!
1
l-A-84/ M .U.
P
.S.
Confront
me
if
u
know
who
I
Uncensored and ~Jnashamed, THE
cause I'll mist you. Keep in touch.
CdT, C, W•od
am.
SPECTATOR.
Paula:
P.E.B.
'
To Everybody at Howard UniversiI suppose no one could be happier ME
To "Y ROOMIES
ty that knows me:
than you about graduating from this
Stymie
Malena: Congratulations and the best
I'M OUTIA HERE!!!Jonathan A. Rich, C•ol, ••d Ed. Tito<< ii (c;ood) Only strong black women survive despicable place!!! Do well in Dent Bridgette and my fellow C.P. Mike always!! I LOVE YOU .
COMPANY. ThANks foa NOT lmiNG rill
Matthews, 7-83-A'
Adams,
liviNG AaUNGfMENn GET (Too) KAN'" Howard. Don't let ·school and !be School and Hurry up and graduate so It has been fun Working with you P.E.B.
dAlou1. Ln's NOT Tdl MOM .t.bouT iT men get .y ou down. You need to stay I'll have someone to goto and get my both this year. Good luck in your
CHRISTOPHER
D.
teeth fixed at ·a reasonable price.
I
'
CATHCART :THOUGH r
I TOO ......-I'd c;i•< iT A frw (h......(d) for the summer, but I can understand Remember me? I'm the one you real- endcvors and I wish you both all the 826-GYG
Once -again you were right. Thinp
y1..aasl l:uv y'All ••• THE ONLY Louisiana loving. For now, stick with
HAVEN'T SEEN MUCH OF YOU
success
you
can
handle.
Love
ya,
did end v~ry badly but I told you I
you ''gelo'' and I'll hold onto my ly DON'T like. Shana
FEMl\LE IN THE PLACE
SINCE YOU "INTERCEPTED"
Cheryl .
wouldn't be spiteful if you didn't aive
''coon''
MY LAST MESSAGE, YOU ARE
P.S.
Mike
I
really
didn't
mean
to
GODFREY: I WANT YOUR
me reason to be. But you have always
Yollr friend forever Buckwheat
OFTEN IN MY THOUGHTS . John Cash
•
brake
the
typewriter
(ha
ha)
BODY!!! YOU KNOW WHO I A!!!
expected the worst from me so you
The man with a bomb to drop. Go
CONGRATULATIONS!
T-i-s-s-h-a,
got what You expected. I wu more
ahead, make my day! (SIKE)
FROM L.A. LACE
My
Dear
S&L
than willing to let byaones be byaoncs
Gaaa ! Your soooo qosy ! ! ! LORRI LYNN: You arc a very dear
MASKED MANIAC
I
never
met
a
man
so
sophisticated,
friend
to
me!!
Congratulations
on
but you want to hold srudaa· Just
Remember the good times, that's all
Keith,
profesSional,
handsome,
sensitive,
remember you do not always practice
we had, right? I hope your park your recent accomplishment! I Love ·
•
One last thing. You can't leave 3-A-g6
and
caring,
unitl
I
met
you.
Lets'
Youl Shane
what you preach for I know bat you
because who will be around to tell Don't you ever throw us~ out bench will be right next to mine, 4 eva
make
the
romance
last
for
years
to
Friends
till
the
end!!!
have been saying behind ml blck.
people
to,
"STOP
THE again! I !Thought we were yout nig- foooooooooour!
come.
To Edwin Hall:
One thing I tbouaht I could count OD
still
love ' you
MADNESS!'' Also there .has to be • gas!! l '!'f e
Love
Boobie
What
can
I
say
buddy,
its
time
to
go.
JAi J-A-i
was your friendship but I was
someone to help me handle the anyway!!!Rcmember the darkroom
Hand in there and persevere so you
A very Disappointed Mitzi
interludes, the breakfast rendezvous, MS IV <;adcts, (Army)
STRELLll
• .. j
Carmalita,
'
and our escapades to the :zoo. We're Congratulations on your upcomi°' can the hell out!! Then wi'll take the Good luck with finals! I know we are
C.P.
1
glad that we shared these times and commissioninal Now you all can Porsches out and race off into the not ttying to chi! at home toaethcr To Pcncloi>e:'
1
May the future for 111 be llrODI llltl
we hope that there are more to come. throw off those old pips and sunset and make much SBANKS.
• 14.20.
~ting into ~roublc-buning Flips!! I true and the short •hne •b 11 d be exPaul
V
csscls
• 18'14/20 15 26 23/212 6/19 26 5 22/21 \Ve'rc going to miss youlll
ya next semester!
diamonds and put on the real thina The Ultimate Drivina Machine
citing for 2 for wbeu u ""'*V'M
Your
personal
MENAGE
A
TROIS
18 20 6 9 22 23 / 7 19 18 8/12 6 71 24
(gold bar). Ed Sutton, already you
Carmen
GONNA FEEL BLUE.
)6 15 5/14 22! 4 22' 15 5/23 12/ 15 6 I love a GM cngineer--Carla
look marvelous, and I know you'll Monique,(ette), Lisa, 141 '
Wuv, Petey the P.
Carl's lucky he didn't meet
13 24 19!
wear it well!
Some like 1em with socks!
Meet me in May, Charger 2.2
•
the Detroit HJTMAN ... AARGH!
15 12 5 22/2 26, 16.25.
~~~~~~~~~~-
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ICS
Todd and Davy-Dave present ''The
All l)liter'' .•. The right way to prepare
for eDms from 11 p.m. until you're
tired of partying. A fiiting end to a
wild year. Tonite at the Clubhouse,
1296 Upshur St. NW. Plus part Two
of the Pee-Wee Herman Dance
Contest--SlSO in cash prizes!!!
•

POLITICAL/ADMINISTRATIVE
Become pan of the progressive movement. Administrative, fundraising,

project assistant wanted. Need excellent typing, organizational. and
communication skills for busy office.
EOE. Call 857-5153,
STUDENTS-FACULTY Top prices
paid for used and unwanted textbooks with resale market value. Tim

Support a Student Enterprise.
Attention ; Club "Connecticut
Members:
Carla, Mike, and Loren quit the club
d\.e to the taxed attitude and lack of
c~peration on the part of Wilfred
Dy\on! ! Have a _great summer!!! _
ATTENTION H.U . MARCHING
BAND MEMBERS: Before you go
home or leave 0.C. for the sumrher,
be sure to give your summer address
to Mr. Lee. This will enable you to
get information about band camp
and the up-coming band seast...n.

I

ATTENTION...
.
AMY JACQUES GARVEY INSTITUTE INC .
P.O. BOX 63811 WASHINGTON,
D.C. 20029-3811
IS NOW BEING ORGANIZED
AND IS NOW SOLICITING
DONATIONS- MONEY ORDERS
AND CHECKS FOR BUl!'.DING
FUND AND FIRST YEAR OF OPPERATIONS. WE ARE A NONPROFIT CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
AND 1 PRIMARY
SCHOOL OPEN TO ALL. ALL INTERESTED PERSONS AND
EDUCATORS MAY ALSO WRITE
FOR INFORMATION.
.
HELP WANTED:
waiters/ Waitresses, Hosts/ Hostesses,
. Buspersoiis, Cock~ail Servers, and
other restaurant ,PCrsonnel. Fulland
Part-time positions. Day/ Eve shifts.
Apply in person: Mondays, 10-12
noon; Thursdays, 4-6 p.m . Phillips
Ffagship, 900 Water Street, S. W.
(202) 488-8515. E .O.E .

•
•'

OFFICE . SUPP.ORT
SERVICES
. -Word Processing ·
-Resume Writing ~
.-Income Tax Preparation
-Reasonable Rates
Call (301) 588-2677 and
Let The B.0.S.S Do It!

•

•

•

Chicago Club
Please join Hollywood for the last
meeting of the year TODAY Friday,
April 25, Blackburn Forum at 5:30.
We will discuss the picnic and elect
next years' officers. Be There!!!!!!
The Adventist Student Association
will have serrvice this Sabbath in
Rankin Chapel at 11:00 a.m . Sabbath
school will be at 9:30 a.m. This Sabbath is Women's Day so please attend. There will also be a brief but
important meeting after 11:00 service.
All are ~ invited to worship with us
tomorrow to honor our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ .
.

.

Tonight Todd and Davy Dave pull
''The All Niter'' the right way to
prepare for exams .. . from II p.m. until you can party no more at the
Clubhouse, 1296 Upshur Street, N. W.
featuring part two of the Pee Wee
Herman dance contest-$150.00 in
cash prizes another Non-Stop
Production!
Come and picnic with the California
~lub on Saturday Apr . 26 at Rock
Creek Park-Grove 8 Free Food,
Drinks, ? Fun California Style-Don't Miss It!!!!!!!
- .
Room For Rent
Female needed to share 3 bedroom
townhouse directly across street from
campus on Gresham Place. Room
fully furnished with wall-to-wall
carpeting throughout the house. Dining room, living room, kitchen, and
bath . Rent negotiable . Interested?
Call 797-2708.

Personals
\T9

.

MY SOilORS of Alplu ChApTlR,
DELTA SiqMA ThnA SoRoRiTy, INC.
(uplciAlly MY sa.Nsk of OrlchidAcEous
J4): WhAT CAN I say ''sltoaTys''? Yoo
h.tWE blEN MY SOURCE of STRlNGTh,
l.auGhTlR ANd of TUU. 11sl loVl ThAT
Wl sit.AR( is so splci.al .a..d so STRONG
Th.AT iT pAiNs Ml TO ThiNk ThAT AfTlR
qudu.tTiON W( WON'T bl Toq£ThlR
buT AS OUR SONG GOES 11.AiN'T NOThiNG
iN This woald GONNA SEp.&IU.TE us''. So
ltNOW ThAT NO MATTER WhlRl OllR
aoacls MAY CARRY us yOtJ will NEWER bt
faaThlR ThAT rltt dtlplST pART of MY
hlART.
T .T .B.O.D - 14-A-85
ps. To Thl ToyoTA CREW - l-A-8J,
6-A-8,, 17·A·85
JJ-A·85: A
TOAST TO cauisiflllq iN Hildt(fARd iN
sUach of...

..

Lloyd Wilkins,
When you )Yere an MS Ill, your
outstanding · qualities of lhdership
were visible. Frankly, I bad you pegged as batallion commander, ha11ds
down. Your uncompromising standards and laudable performance as
an MS IV warrant the highest commendation. Congratulations, and
good luck upon commissioninat Yoll'
deserve the gold, and I am confident
that you will reach for and secure the
stars! With the utmost admiration
and respect (and no, not blind to your
human imperfections and fallibility)
I am truly, .... lmpresscd!
~~~~~~~~~~~

To
the
Coronating
Alpha
Sweethearts of '86:
Congratulations to yvu all . I wish I
could be there in the festivities, but
you know ... I may not be getting cor·
onated this time around, but I'm still
an Alpha's Sweetheart!! I love you
all! !
Philecia ~1cCain A-Sweet.
TO THE SLOWE-MONDRIAN
CREW:
THIS YEAR HAS SEEN SCANDALS.
SECRET AFFAIRS.
ARGUMENTS, JEALOUSIES,
AND BETRAYALS. LET'S JUST
ALL GO HOME AND FORGET
THAT ANY OF THIS EVER HAPPENED. I NEEP A BREAK!! I
LOVE YOU ALL AND I HOPE
THAT AUGUST WILL BRING
NEW UNDERSTANDING WITH
IT .
TAKE
CARE
OF
YOURSELVES . l'LL MISS YOU!!
LOVE MOMMY
Natalie:
I am so glad you are my Soror and
Friend!! Our relationship has come
such a long way. Remember how it
all began ~ Scandalous! (smile) I'm
sure that the bond we share in DST
and our special friendship will last a
lifetime.
Love you, Sonya
Darlene
We have become such good friends!
I am truly going to miss you at the
School of B. (smile). Make sure next
year you go after everything you
want!
Love you , Sonya

'

-

Keli,
My Special Soror and Friend!! We
have been through so much since our
first meeting in the punch out .
(smile). Scandal and more scandal .
But we have had a lot of.good times,
and we will continue to have them .
You will always be my confidante!!
Love you, Shield

••d

•

--

,

To my bestest pinkie friend IS·A-84

AKA

We've been best friends since
kindergarten and thouah your move
to ary in the 6th grade separated us
for
en years our friendship resumed
if we had never been apart.
Thoug outside forces could have
tom u part oour friendship has only engthend. Now that it looks like
o ce again we must separate I am
CC)mforted by the fact that ours is a
bond that nothing or no one, neither
time or distance could ever separate.
Love ya bestest
Sonya 14-A-85
DST
,

SGM DUN'i'ON
All•1,
SLAM·MASTER
RORISTl ...GiY off •Ill

TER·

clitiFIDJSoft

HJilppy
191'H
BIRTHDAY,
LaShaonel I! Thanks for being a
WONDERFUL roomate. Love,
Michele

C.1•••1 llellewt L. Dinkin•
Slw, tlteak
~··
lew
•••w~tltlaa.
Yeaw

•••lllt••.. -·appwealated.
........ ...
weetl~

'

•••It.

ltaak ~·• ••w~
Goad laokl
lleepectlall~, Cdt. c. (Cm)
Want.

To my -crazy friends, Judi & Tee,
Thanks for all the meals" I guess you
knew I was a poor, hungry, Black
child.
Love, Stacy Kim

Dear Philly,
I'm really gqing to miss gazing into
your eyes. Good luck in Illinois!
Me from Michigan

-gfdgp Y\ ygfgh kju7654ewk- .
hgukjl:'luibin
wwsaxcnm'
kliu7ytrewa-hogth89wtghvczx- I
·
fh-kpop

Jeanine,
'
It's funny how two friens can get on
each others nerves when together but
miss each other so much when apart.
Thanks for everything Do-Do.
Luv, Tisha

,

To ROTC-PA,
We can rejoil:e in the tilings we left
undone. ·
'
CYNTHIA
Kelbow and CrystaJ.Jite,
Thanks for all the Saturday morning
cartoon sing-along sessions. Maybe
next year we won't have to worry
about strange creatures in the nigth
or the ''Darryl-man.''

f'la
To Purvette & Donna,
With our diligent efforts and continuous hard work, I am sure that the
1986-87. Hilltop will be the best
publication ever. It's time· to get
down to business ladies.
S.K. Richardsop'\
Business Manai;eT, 1986-87
To the S.B.P.A E~ecutive Student
Council,
..\ 1
The . tradition q f excellence will
continue.
:
D. Mason ...
S.B. P .A. President-elect
'
To the Guiest Regime,
Lead and lead well.
Mason
·
S ..B.P .A. President-elect

:n.

To: THUNDERCAT, alias THE
ATTITUDE: I want you all to
myself, . forever!! For you knoW
·you're the only LOVE for me!!!
Your FULL-TIME LOVER
To Allison Miller:
A friend is a gift to one's self. You
have been a present worth more than
gold . And more preciou·s than
diamonds 1 I wish you much success .
Your friend, E.M.

'

To: D.S.
You used to be an "ICE
PRINCESS" but then you "chilled
out'' and now you are a ''CALIFORNIA COOLER". Becoming friends
with you was an unexpected surprise.
Having you there made working with
''Ork & Lly''bcarable. When this is
all over we will have to get together
and reach a ''proper frame of mind'' .
Merstock:
Yop...pc the last of my ''true'' H~
friends to leave. You will be sorely
missed! Good luck and much success
iwht you new job. Remember, I love
you!
Jurors needed for Mock trials at
Georgctowrr University Law Center
- 600' NJ Ave., N.W. - on May 22,
23 from 7:30-4:00 p.m. Sil/Day cash
& lunch .. call 624-8229.

1

Deir ·E.C :D.
Happy 21st Birthday! These put few
months have been very 1pecill to me
and I hope we share many more. Stay
sweet and be good over the summer.
Lo~e M.L.W.
JAMES BRATHWAITE
Boy, I want your body, Why don't
you come home with me now?l?I
Very Interested
GILBERT
OF
T
&
T
My
eyes
adore
you.
Though I've never laid a band on you
My
eyes
adore
you-~
So close, and yet '\sq, far!
Secret T & T Lover from afar
JAMES
Congrats on completing the first
semester. It wasn't so bad, was it?
You can
depen·d
on
me.
Luv always, Phaedra
The Women of Howard University
Proudly
Announce
That:
MYRON WADE CURENTON has
won the Annual Man of the Semester
Award for the second consecutive
year. W c arc proud of him!
•
V A.L CANNADY,
I have not forgotten.about you, it's
juit that we've both been so busy,
anO time has gone by so fast. Let's
try to do something before this
semester ends . With much love, A
Coordinator· from last year, from
California, who has been too involved with everything else to spend time
with Ms .. Val!!!
V.C.
•r
Another Metamorphosis this summer. Coming soon. ,Watch OUT
Fellas!
J
Scared of You, J.K .
To the Man on th.e Gate,
I'm glad you're fmally coming back
around. I truly missed you. Let's
both be very careful now, so things
can stay this good, and can eventually
get better. It's REAL TIGHT ON
THE
GIRL
WITH
THE
FATIGUES! LOVE ALWAYS,
YOUR' LOS (T) ANGEL . P .S. CATNIP BEFORE YOU LEA VE THIS
WEEKEND TOO, See me for fur. ther details . '

'

~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Leslie Demones,
Alot of times I wondered about the
situation at home and if I'm doing
the right thing. Thanks homegirl for
making me see that the Real Mov.e is
being here and not there.
Lisa
Herbie-Buddy Guess Wh~
You Know It! Might Be Time For A
New Addition: And Then There '
Were 3! Summertime Piety, Later.
TENC-1.
'
PRAYER OF SUPPLICATION TO
TH!j HOLY SPIRIT
Holy Spirit, You who solve all-problems, Who light all roads so that I
can attain my goals, You who give
· me the divine gift to forgive and
forget all trespasses against me and
remember that in all circwnstances of
my life that You are with me, I want
to thank You in this short prayer for
all things and to affirm once again
that I am never separated from You
in spite of any appearances, and that
I wish to be with You in eternal glory.
Thank You, Holy Spirit, for your
mercy toward me and mine. (Say
prayer 3 consecutive days after which
the favor asked will be granted even
if it may appear difficult. Publish this
prayer immediately after favor is
granted without mentioning the
favor.
L.S.M.

•

To
the
Mystery
lady,
Meeting Y.c;JU was the highlight of my
year. It sure did take a long time to
meet you. N0;w that we .know each
other a little better, I hope we share
the same feelings about each •other.
Remember, although you are leaving
for the summer, as long as you are
my mystery lady, I will always think
about you.
Love, Mystery Man

RICKY
WILKINS,
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
NEWEST AND WELL DESERVED
POSITION AS CHAIRMAN OF
THE
1986
HOMECOMING
STEERING COMMITTEE! AS
ALWAYS, I AM VERY PROUD
OF YOU, AND I'M LOOKING
FOR EXCELLENCE IN THIS
ENDEAVOR
ALSO.
LOVE, YOUR GREATEST FAN
Judy Klein

CHARLES MALONE
•
CONGRAGULATIONS" -!\{ONEY
BAGS. KEEP ON KEEPING HU
flj:!ANCES IN CHECK, MR.
HOMECOMING 1986
TREASURE_R 1
·
Love .I. Klein
WHOEVER
' SAID
THAT
HOWARD STUDENTS DON'T
CARE WAS WRONG! We would
like to thank the 200 students that
helped to make the Hunger Clean-up
Day a phenomenal succeu .
Sonya, PRIDE-DC

TO MY SPEC ... MS. JULIE
TAYLOR
I wish that all I feel · could be
spoken ... unfortunately, heartbeats
just
don't
translate.
Peace and love always, Lynette
D.0.F.F ..s 2-A-85 and 20-A-85
We met in August of 1982 and we've
grown . ... I met you q;ain on March
15th and we've grown ..• lovc
sometimes is hard to express but true
love never dies, it just keeps growing.
--PCrs·e rverance in all your
endeavors-Love and many THANKS, Lyni

B.

I'm glad we've made it through all of
that ZJ•J!
and now you're my best friend. People say I'm crazy but I'm just crazy
about you. Good luck on your fin•••,
I
know . you'll
do
fine.
That wild cheerleader
Naomi T.
You don't have to look far to find .0.
mconc who wants and truly loves
you. The semester is nearly over.
Can't you see throuah me?-Beau.

~o~fuH,\WJNDERFUL, LOV-

--------

Tbanlts for lcavinl me II Buraer Kilt&
'

TO MAN OF DISTINCTION:
Conaratulllions on the acquilillon of

\

MAUREEN STAPLETO!'I..
MUCH THANKS FOR ALL 01!
YOUR HELP WITH THE LASC \
PICNIC, WE. NEED MOR
DEDICATED. STUDENTS LIKE
YOU AT HU.
LOVE, J. Klein

oua

I

<

MUCH THANKS to those
volunteers, guests, and friends of the
LIBERAL ARTS STUDENT
COUNCIL who helped to make the
LASC PICNIC '86 a huge succ~s.

ING MAN AND I'M OLAD I
To my araduating EX- B.S.s and
DIDN'T LIS I EN TO SOME WHO
graduating lifetime L.S.s ... THE
To my Saturday loves Big John & · WORLD IS GOLDEN... T.T.B.O.D.
SAID THEY DIDN'T LID YOU.
AS YOU SAID, ALTHOUGH
With all my Jove, KUNTA
Tony
All I can say is thank.you for all of
TIME TOOETHER HAS' Bl!JIN
the love and laughter. I'll mjq you. :Clide,
SHORT, OUR LOVE WILL LAST
I'm also very glad that your mothers Happ~ Birthd~y! I hope that your
INDEFINITBLY. I II
·
arc both off the street.
20th birthday IS the best ever! Love - · =-·--,,·,..,..~
'
LoveTyour f1voned'te Tbeta
.
you, ·
baby! Blondie'
.ps. 0 my psu o 20 pear1 pr1: Andrea
What will I do year "b • I ww
all. by_. m1'Ci
, f.

I

POOSIE
See what happens when you listen to
people who know what they're talking about? Congratulations on YOU
KNOW
WHAT!
Behind
every
great
man . .. is ...
A Loylll, Dedicated, and Great
MUNCH!

To: Smooth T. Better known as Tony

Pep.,."rmint Pattie No. 2-·
Happy lklayl U Our friendabip bu
only beaun. luv ya babyl 11
Peppeuolnl Pattie No. 5

•

•
,

•

TO THE SLOWE HALL CREW,
-- - - - Big John, Judi, Nina, Mia, Montrca, To Certain people on Sutton's 4th
Paul and even Tony anCI Dave. We It's been LIVE!
hope there are no hilrd feelings, but ''chilfn'' me & Tish
PLEASE no more questions.
.
Donna & Stacy
·
· Chris,
P.S. Big John can you???
One 1day there will be no mis''
,,
communication between us and
T? Claudet~e ~etty Boop Cars~n: · things will be cool. Until then, we'll
It s graduation time. Take a vacation just keep messin µp tit we get it right.
to Cocoa Beach and watchout for the cool? ~
BIRDS! Congatulations!
.DeePly in like, ''J''
•
Love, Purvey
To Amy B.
eugenia and carol,
I hear you are a little under the
thanks for being their when I needed weather. If you ''let me be you docthe support of true friends. I only tor'', my Island remedy will cure all
hope that I will remember all the ad· of your ills.
·
vice you 've given me. I'll miss you Robby S.
both.
·
n. travers '
Trina,
Hi roomie, just wanted to tell U that
To Sexy and Beautiful
slowe sounds good 2 me!!
Why arc you being so rebellious? Do Much love! J .
you hate me? Everything that I do or
say is doubted or twisted around .
Charlotte Campbell
Dark-n°-Lovely
Did you know that you arc my
favorite roommate, Oh!I forgot;· you
Dear Cinde,
arc my only roommate!!!!! HAPPY
Happy Birthday!
BIRTHDAY ANYWAY!!!
Lenci
LUV U Lisa ''Lee Lee''

.

'°'""'·

'

.

Paula,
I'm so happy that we have become
such good friends . Two attitudes
don't usually work so well together
• (smile). I think we get along because
Congratulations to all of my groduot 1ng we are so much alike and we underssorors. You w!ll be missed greatly. By tand one another . Always remember
upholding our founding principles, you that I'm here if you need me .
hove mode Delta S1Qmo Theta , Inc. a Love you, Sonya.
strong and meaningful fo rce at Howard
ROOMS FOR RENT :
House conveniently located near and abroad. Wherever the rood may Flavina:
leoc! you, the love of Alpha chopter will I know you thought I forgot about
Howard's campus is now accepting
applications for room rentals. , be.with you. Nothing 1n this world is go- you . I really hope your 20th B-Day
Featuring 2 Y2 bathrooms, 2 kitchens, ; ing to, separate us..
was ''FAB!'' Your glOd advice is in·
T .T .B.O .D
vari.ous size rooms, key-lock
valuable. Thanks (qr being there
\
6-A-85
.
bedroom doors, heater in rooms . Call
when I need you.
234-6918 or 723-7364.
Fiavietta
Mr . eta Gamma Sigma President. . THE ISLAMIC AND UNIVERSAL
El t alias Dr. P,aul Long:
Betty
CULTURAL• ORGANIZATION Que tions is certainly not your game Happy 20th (oops) 19th B-Day.
AND HERITAGE GALLERY IN- but a hievement is .
You're getting semi-prehistoric .• I
TERNATIONAL WOULD COR- Ms . et-Over S.K.R .
can't believe you've been here for two
!DALLY LIKE TO INVITE YOU
- - -·- - - -- - - - decades. I sincerely hope everything
TO A TIEND A ''UNIVERSAL ...Midam Future Banker's Association works out with . you and ''MeaselSPIRITUAL JUBILEE," TO !JE--" President-Elect alias Dr. Spoony-C: man ' ' (or however you spell it).
HELD AT 38'.tS GEORGIA
It's all about gettin' live in '87 . Give Wilma
· AvENUE. N.W. ON SATURDAY,
it up girl!
.
APRIL 26.1986. FROM 4 P .M . UN- Ms . Hook-Up S.K.R .
Peppermint Pattie2
1
TIL 10 P.M. THE GUEST OF
Happy B-Day!!! Our friendship has
!i()NOR
WiLL
BE
THE Madam Vice President of the School only begun. Luv ya baby
of Human Ecology alias Or. Sheila Peppermint Pattie I
HONORABLE CHARLES L.
JAMES, PRESIDENT GENERAL Aleda Holt: Congratulations. I hope
OF THE UNIVERSAL NEGRO IM- you'll believe me now when I say To My Fiancee
YOU ARE LIVE!
. PROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
Will Sunday be a good day ?? Smile
. AND AFRICAN C0M.MUNITIES
Stacy
To
My
Little
Sister
JHERTUANE,
. LEAG.O E; (202) 722-5071 OR
I know it's a little late, but Mommie ROMALLUS MURPHY
·.' 291-6428.
always 't old me that it's the thought Thank you for your kind words. You
TIM D-za111Nnl of Hi1lcwy invites that counts. Happy Be.lated Birth- are a very special brother. And, I will
continue to uphold the ideals of
Joel lo Lecture oncl Op1n Debate day. I Love You.
Stacy
Kim
.
. . ca•c•pn e....t n ....., of the AfDEL TA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INC.
~ DlnpOio leaturi"9 Faculty of
Stone:
·
--tli:e D J a 111 int of History and Frank
•
34-A-86
Our
relationship
is
one
that
I
hold
M. S•aw..., Jr., D1p•l•1Nnt of
Q •ilea - Mondor, April, 28, 1986, dear to my heart . You have always FRAN CELLO .CALHOUN
been that special someone. I'll never My special. Thank you for always lieIO:OO ...... • 12:00 p.111.
forget the fun and complex times ing there. Without you, I would never
II a:· •• u:nesel•.
C
we've Shared. If you ever need me have crossed those burning sands incall. Better late than never! Con- to DELTALAND
JUST BECAUSE YOU'RE A STUgratulations and much success.
DENT, DOES THAT MEAN ;YOU
T .T.B.O.D.34-A-86
Luv
ya,
HAVE TO MISS SPRING? We type,
Rock
you finish faster. SI.SO/page (charts
Pretty Girl, · '·
nqotiablc). No extra charge for same
This past year has been absolutely
Bistro, Happy Anniversary! I Love wonderful. You have brought a
day/overnight service. Call 829-7248,
You!
anytime-Late Night Typing stays up
special meaning to my life and I
Goggles
late!
guarantee that this weekend will be
the best you have ever had. Happy
Vanessa
S.
.
The
Howard
University
·Anniversary and Birthday!!
You
seem
to
be
a
great
problem
Unders;raduate' Pre-Dental Society is
Love Pretty Eyes
solver,
prove
your
worthiness
solve
bavinl its bt Annual Awards Ban.QUet May 2, 1986. Tickets sold in ad- this, you seem to be the only person EOG from West Virginia
vanc:e only - Sl4. Call 797-1948 I am ever thinking of, tell me why? I cherish you for the memories, I
UKNOWME
Miriam or 667-2UJ7 Rod.
cheiish you for what we share. I
cherish you for what can be, I cherish
•
Sylvester Anderson
you when you're no.t here. I cherish
The Campus Pals Organization is The time has come for all those truly you when you're with me, I cherish
boldin1 auditions for O.J. 's in- deserving to stand up.and take a bow. you for the things you do. But most
terested in work for the 1986 Fall
If you don't bow we will understand. of all, I cherish you baby just because
orii 1d1tion activities. Interested parRemain dedicated.
you're you. Lookina forward to Va.
ticipantl must submit a tape to room
Beach.
.
122 of the Student Life and Activities To Toni Williams:
Love ya, The One With the Puffer
Office in the Blackburn center by Fri- Guten Tag, Danke schon fur allc bast
~
day, May 2, 1986. Please include with du geholfen. lch will nict' veraessan
---------Thanks
to all of those who have
the tlpO your telephone number and siel
hdped me make it throuaJI thac horID lddreu where you can be con- Liebe, Paul
rid, wretched ycan 11 Howard.
tlcted durlna the summer.
Ms. Misery
BEST

-

• ••

Chicaao Club and the California Student Association will have their second annual Spring Picnic at Rock ·
Creek Park, grove 8 on April 26,
11:00-7:00.

General

'

'

~~!: ~ ~~~·=Es\!~

Thanks for b lnaJudl a p

s &I •·

Love, Fla. Aw Oril Specill

•

